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A bstract
The aim of this thesis is to develop formulations and exact algorithms for
the school bus routing and scheduling problem and to develop an integrated
software implementation using Xpress-MP/CPLEX and ArcGIS of ESRI, a
geographical information system software package. In this thesis, bus flow,
single commodity flow, two-commodity flow, multi-commodity flow, and time
window formulations have been developed. They capture all of the important
elements of the School Bus Routing and Scheduling Problem (SBRSP) includ
ing homogeneous or heterogeneous bus fleets, the identification of bus stops
from a large set of potential bus stops, and the assignment of students to stops
and stops to routes. They allow for the one stop-one bus and one stop-multi
bus scenarios.
Each formulation of the SBRSP has a linear programming relaxation and
we present the relationships among them. We present a Branch-and-Cut exact
algorithm which makes use of new linearization techniques, new valid inequal
ities, and the first valid equalities. We develop an integrated software package
that is based on Geographical Information System (GIS) map-based inter
face, linking to an Xpress-MP/CPLEX solver. The interface between GIS and
Xpress-MP is written in VBA and VC+-h
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Chapter 1
Introduction
After salaries and benefits, the cost of school bus transportation is often the
most significant component of School Board’s operational expenses. These
costs include driver’s wages, bus maintenance, gas and oil, insurance, and
administration. Consequently, a small percentage of savings in transportation
costs are significant and this underlies the importance of effective management;
and the motivation for this thesis.
The importance of this subject has attracted many researchers to look at
how to reduce the costs of school busing operations without sacrificing quality.
This is not an easy task for a large school area with several schools, thousands
of students, hundreds of buses, and thousands of potential bus stops.
In general, a school bus routing and scheduling problem (SBRSP) is a math
ematical formulation of a problem whose solution will determine how students
are transported to and from residences and schools in the safest, most econom
ical, convenient, and equitable manner in rural and urban environments. The
model may include methods to delimit boundaries of school districts, assign
school buses to each school district, select bus stops from potential bus stops,
assign students to bus stops, and assign school bus routes.
While similar to the conventional vehicle routing problems (VRPs), the

1
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SBRSP is significantly more complicated as students differ from goods, and as
the service is provided through the public sector.
Popular methods for solving the SBRSP are heuristic due to the complexity
of the problem. Unlike the methods published in literature, this thesis is
focused on the exact solution methods.
This thesis will proceed as follows. In Chapter 2, we review some of the
most common routing problems, such as the traveling salesman problem, the
vehicle routing problem, and the school bus routing and scheduling problem.
For each type of problem, underlying assumptions axe stated, mathematical
programming formulations are discussed, and exact and heuristic algorithms
are reviewed.
In Chapter 3, we propose several mathematical programming formulations
for the school bus routing and scheduling problem. We consider homogeneous
(Ho-SBRSP) and heterogeneous (He-SBRSP) bus fleets, single, two, and multi
commodity flow formulations, and time window formulations. We consider for
mulations where each selected bus stop is serviced by a single selected bus, as
the TSP’s and the VRP’s, but also where each selected bus stop is serviced
by several selected buses. Our formulations assume a real street network with
many pre-identified potential bus stops. In addition to the new formulations,
another contribution is the determination of the relationships among and be
tween the linear programming relaxations of the formulations.
Our method of solving the school bus routing and scheduling problem is
given in Chapter 4. We look at Branch-and-Cut exact algorithms and we
propose valid inequalities and, as far as we know, the first valid equalities.
The valid equalities reduce the solution time from over twenty four hours to
under an hour for a formulation. We see this as an important contribution to
2
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the discipline.
Chapter 5 emphasized the implementation and experiments. We explain our
SBRSP-GIS software package that is based on ArcGIS, Xpress-MP, CPLEX,
VBA, and VC-H-. Moreover, numerical computations for sample examples
are reported.
In Chapter 6 the contributions of this thesis are summarized and recom
mendations for future research in this area are suggested.
Appendix A contains supplemental formulations for the He-SBRSP.

3
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C hapter 2
Literature R eview
Previous decades have experienced an increased utilization of optimization
packages. Based on optimization research and mathematical programming
techniques, optimization packages effectively manage the provision of goods
and services in distribution systems. Large numbers of real-world applica
tions have shown that the use of computerized procedures for planning the
distribution process produces substantial savings (generally from 5% to 20%
[233]) in global transportation costs. It is easy to see the significant impact of
these savings on the global economic system, since the transportation process
involves all stages of production and distribution systems, and represents a
significant component (generally from 10% to 20% [233]) of the final cost of
the goods.
The success in utilizing operational research techniques is due to the devel
opment of computer systems, both hardware and software, and to the increased
integration of information systems for production and commercial processes.
Another factor, no less important, is the development and implementation
of modeling and algorithmic tools in recent years. These models take into
account all of the characteristics of distribution problems arising in real-world
applications and the corresponding algorithms and computer implementations

4
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provide reliable solutions for real-world instances within acceptable computing
times.
The distribution of goods to customers and the provision of transportation
services to passengers rely upon a fleet of vehicles and associated crews. The
effective management of these vehicles and crews gives rise to a variety of prob
lems generally subsumed under the heading of routing and scheduling problems.
Given the demands for service at various points in a transportation network
over which vehicles may travel, decisions concerning the spatial configuration
of vehicle movements are classified as routing problems. These problems usu
ally involve the specification of a sequence of locations that a vehicle must visit.
That is, the entities to be serviced have no time restrictions and there axe no
precedence relations among these entities. The celebrated traveling salesman
and vehicle routing problems axe two examples of xouting problems. If explicit
consideration is given to the times at which various locations axe visited, one
is faced with a scheduling problem. That is, each entity has a definitive service
time. Routing and scheduling problems involve both precedence relations and
time windows. The school bus routing and scheduling problem is one type of
routing and scheduling problem.
Most routing and scheduling problems may be formulated as network prob
lems. A measure of the problem size is then available in the number of nodes
or possible arcs of the resulting network. One measure of the difficulty of a
problem is its computational complexity.
D efinition 2.1 [166, 191, 192] The class V is the set of decision problems
that can be solved by a deterministic machine in polynomial time.
D efinition 2.2 [166, 191, 192] The class J\fV (AfondeterministicVolynomial
5
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time) is the set of decision problems solvable in polynomial time on a nondeterministic Turing machine.
D efinition 2.3 [166. 191, 192] A reduction is a transformation of one prob
lem into another problem.
D efinition 2.4 [166, 191, 192] A many-one reduction is a reduction which
converts instances of a decision problem problem C into instances of a decision
problem B.
D efinition 2.5 [166, 191, 192] A decision problem B is NV-hard if for all
decision problems C in ATV there is a polynomial-time many-one reduction to
B.
Informally the class A/vP-hard can be thought of as containing the decision
problems that are at least as hard as any problem in N V .
D efinition 2.6 [166, 191, 192] A decision problem B is NV-complete if
(a) B e M V and
(b) every problem in J\fV is polynomially transformable to B.
The J fV -complete problems are the hardest of the M V problems.
As expected, most routing and scheduling problems axe J\fV-hard. As such,
a problem of even moderate size can be very difficult (in terms of computa
tional effort) to solve and many researchers have sought heuristic rather than
deterministic algorithms.
In Section 2.1, the well-known traveling salesman problem is reviewed. The
main formulations, as well as exact and heuristic methods are introduced. The
6
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vehicle routing problem is considered in Section 2.2. The school bus routing
and scheduling problem is reviewed in Section 2.3; and its formulations are
introduced with a discussion of heuristic methods.

2.1

Traveling Salesm an Problem

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) requires the determination of a min
imal cost cycle of a salesman who starts from a home city, visits each city
exactly once and returns to the home city in the relevant graph. If costs are
symmetric, that is, if the cost of traveling between two nodes does not depend
on the direction of travel, we have a symmetric traveling salesman problem
(STSP); otherwise, we have an asymmetric directed traveling salesman prob
lem (ATSP).
With the introduction of the first formulation of the TSP Dantzig, Fulk
erson, and Johnson [68] initiated one of the principal events in the history
of combinatorial optimization and inspired many future developments in this
area.
Since the TSP is A/’P-hard (Garey and Johnson [105]) it is unlikely that
an efficient algorithm can be found that will guarantee an optimal solution
when there are a number of large cities. AS a result, many efficient heuristic
algorithms were proposed.
Extensive and detailed surveys of the TSP and its variants can be found in
Reinelt [207], Lawler et al [166], Gutin and Punnen [127], Applegate et al [8],
and Moscato [181]; as well as in their references.
In Subsection 2.1.1, the TSP and its formulations are reviewed. Main
heuristic and exact methods are introduced in Subsection 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 re7
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spectively.

2.1.1

P ro b lem and Form ulations

Let an asymmetric directed graph (network) G = [A’, A, C] be defined by the
set N = { l , . . . , n } of nodes (or cities), the set A of arcs, and the matrix
C = [cij\ of costs, in which Cy is either the cost of moving, or the distance,
from node i to node j, and ca = oo for all i.
Definition 2.7 [166] A cycle is a set {ui,. . . ,

of nodes of the graph G

such that v\ = Vk and (V{, Uj+i) € A .i — 1, . . . , k — 1.
Definition 2.8 [166] A Hamiltonian cycle is a cycle passing through each
node i £ N exactly once.
Definition 2.9 [166] The length of a Hamiltonian cycle is the sum of costs
on Hamiltonian cycle.
Definition 2.10 [166] The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is the problem
of finding a Hamiltonian cycle of shortest length in the graph G.
Dantzig, Fulkerson and Johnson [68] proposed the following integer pro
gramming formulation for the TSP.
DFJ-TSP: Dantzig, Fulkerson and Johnson TSP
n

min

n

EE CijXij

( 2 . 1)

n

(2.2)

j =i
n

y j X{j

1: j

(2.3)

I , . . . , 77-

E E * « < |S| - 1, VS C N , 2 < |S| < n - l

(2.4)

te s j e s
Xij

€ {0,1}, Vi,j = 1, . . . , n

(2.5)
8
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where | -1denotes cardinality. This formulation has 0 ( n2) binary variables x y,
where X{j takes a value of 1 and only if the salesman goes from city i to city
j , and 0 ( 2 n) constraints. The assignment constraints (2.2) and (2.3) ensure
that each node is visited exactly once. The constraint set (2.1). (2.2), (2.3),
and (2.5) describe the well-known assignment problem (AP). The subtour
elimination constraints (2.4) impose th at at most |5| —1 arcs are selected in
the node set S C N. The subtour elimination constraints (2.4) can be replaced
with
> 1 , VS C J V , S ^ 0

(2.6)

ies j es

where S = N \ S . These subtour elimination constraints (2.6) impose that at
least one arc leaves each set S. Naturally, (2.4) or (2.6) represent an exponen
tial number of constraints: 2n —2—n, to be exact. However, these formulations
do have at least one characteristic of a good formulation, that is, it has a lower
bound that is close to the optimal solution value ([130], [131]).
A compact variation of (2.4) or (2.6) was proposed by Miller, Tucker and
Zemlin [178]. Without lost of generality, assume node 1 to be the home city.
They presented the following formulation with 0 ( n2) binary variables Xij.
O (n) continuous variables u, and Q ( n 2) constraints.
M TZ-TSP: M iller, Tucker and Zemlin TSP
n

min

n

EE
CijXij
2=1 J=1

s.t. (2.2), (2.3), (2.5)
Ui — Uj + nxij < n — 1, VJ

1 and i ^ j.

Constraints (2.7) guarantee subtour elimination.

(2.7)
Though this formulation

has additional continuous variables and fewer constraints than that of the
9
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formulation (DFJ-TSP), its linear programming relaxation gives a poorer lower
bound than that of the formulation (DFJ-TSP) [166, 127].
Gavish and Graves [108] proposed a formulation by using 0 ( n2) binary
variables

Q (n2) continuous variables 2^, which describe the flow of a

X ij,

single commodity to node one from every other node, and 0 ( n 2) constraints.
G G -T S P : G avish an d G raves TSP
71

n

min Y U ! 0***
i =1 j= l
s.t. (2.2), (2.3), (2.5)
n

n

i = 2, . . . , n
i=i
j =2
^ < { n - 1) x i j , i = 2 , . . . , n, j = 1,... , n

(2 .8 )

^ 2 z ij ~ ' 2 2 z j i = l ,

Z ij

(2.9)

> 0, Vi, j = 1, . . . , n.

(2.10)

Constraints (2.8) and (2.9) mean that the traveling salesman leaves node 1
with zero units of commodity Z = (2^); when he arrives at each node (except
for his home node), he collects one unit of commodity.
Wong [238] presented a multi-commodity flow formulation by using 0 ( n 2)
binary variables

, Q>(nz) continuous variables

2^, and 0 (n3) con

straints.
W -T S P : W ong T S P
71

min

n

EE
i=l j=l

s.t. (2.2), (2.3), (2.5)
(1

if i = 1

E fet-S'fi)” ] - 1

iii = k

J=1

if i 4 1 and k

0

•

* =

10
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(2-11)

n

—1 if i = 1

J2(4 - 4) =
J=1

1
0
V

^t} — x i

2/ijT —

ifi = k

>

k = 2,...,n

( 2 . 12)

if i 7^
' 1 and A:
j Ji &

(2.13)

2/fi > 0, 4 > 0 , V ij,* .

(2.14)

Constraints (2.11) and (2.12) ensure that a unit of commodity Yfc = (y^)
travels from node 1 (source of commodity Y k) to node k (sink of commodity
Yfc), while one unit of commodity Z k = (z^) travels from node k to node
1. Claus [59] proposed a (n —l)-commodity formulation that relaxed Wong’s
formulation by eHminating the variables zk- and the constraintsin which they
+ zk- <Xij and

appeared. Langevin and Loulou used

-I-

to

replace constraints (2.13) in Wong’s respectively (see Langevin et al [156]).
Finke, Claus and Gunn [95] presented a two-commodity flow formulation
by using 0 (n2) binary variables

and 0 (n ) constraints.

FCG-TSP: Finke, Claus and Gunn TSP
n

min

n

Z i f a + 2y) / ( n “ x)

i=1 j =1

,
s-t.

f n —1 if z = 1

^ 2 ( V i j ~ Vji)

- j.!

\
f ~ ( n ~ 1) if i = 1
5Z ( ^ - - ^ ) - j1
if. , 1
i=i

^
(2.16)

n

^ { V i j + Zij) = n - l , Vi = l , . . . , n
i=i
Vij + Zij € {0, n - 1}, Vi, j = 1, . . . . n

(2.18)

Vij > 0.

(2.19)

> 0 , Vi, j = 1, — , n.

(2.17)

The traveling salesman leaves node 1 with n —1 units of commodity Y = ( )
and zero units of commodity Z = (zij). In each other node, one unit of com
il
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mcdity Y is unloaded and one unit of commodity Z is collected. Constraints
(2.15) and (2.16) define the flow conservation equations for each commodity.
Constraints (2.17) and (2.18) ensure that there is exactly one arc support
ing a combined flow of n —1 units out of each node. Lucena generalized the
formulation (FCG-TSP) (see Langevin et al [156]).
Langevin, Soumis and Desrosiers [156] surveyed various formulations of the
TSP and the relations between their LP relaxations. They presented the
relationships by means of a diagram, given here as Figure 2.1.
Dantzig et.nL (1956)

Wong (1980)

0(nz) var. 0(?) cons.

Gavishet.aL (1978)

Claus (1984)

Langevin (1988)

^

0(n3) var. 0(n3) cons.

Finkeet,aL (1984)

0(nJ) var. 0(n2) cans.

Lonbu (1988)

------

Lucena (1986)
0 ( n ) var. 0(n) cons.

Miller et.aL (1960)
0(nJ) var. 0 (nJ) cans.

Legend: A — ►B: VLP(A) > Vlp(B)
A “ ■►B: B is an aggregation of A
and 1’ip(A) > Vj_p(B)

Assignment Problem
0 ( n ) var. 0(n) eons.

Figure 2.1: Classification of TSP relaxations [156].

2.1.2

H eu ristic M eth o d s

Exact methods to solve the TSP require algorithms that generate both a lower
bound and an upper bound on the minimum objective function value of the
problem instance. Any feasible solution to the TSP gives a tour that goes
through each city exactly once.
12
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Algorithms that construct feasible solutions, and thus upper bounds for
the optimum value, are called heuristics. These solution strategies produce
answers but without a quality guarantee as to how far off they may be from
the optimal answer.
A widely used type of heuristic algorithm is local search. A local search
algorithm is built around a ‘'neighborhood search p ro ced u regiven a tour, all
tours which are neighbours are examined to find a shorter “neighboring” tour,
if one exists. The definition of ‘closely related depends upon the details of the
particular local search heuristic.
The overall local search process proceeds as follows. It starts with some
initial tour, chosen arbitrarily or generated by another heuristic. If there is no
neighboring tour that is shorter than the original tour, the process terminates
with the original tour which is at least a ‘local’ optimum. Otherwise, it uses the
shorter neighbor of the original tour as a new starting point and the procedure
is repeated in order to find a better neighbor of this new tour. This process
must eventually terminate as there are only a finite number of possible tours.
Heuristic methods that attempt to find feasible solutions in a single attempt
are called constructive heuristics (for example, the nearest merger algorithm,
the nearest addition algorithm, the nearest insertion algorithm and the cheap
est insertion algorithm, see Lawler, Lenstra, Rinnooy Kan and Shmoys [166]).
Heuristic methods that iteratively modify and try to improve some given
starting solution are called improvement heuristics. (Lin and Kernighan [172],
Adrabinski and Syslo [2]).
For symmetric TSP (STSP), Lin and Kernighan [172] proposed a powerful
(variable r-opt) algorithm which decides at each iteration the number of edges
to exchange. Values of r = 2 and r = 3 are the ones most commonly used.
13
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In an r-opt algorithm, all exchanges of r edges are tested until there is no
feasible exchange that improves the current solution. This solution is said to
be r-optimal (Lin [171]). An example is given in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: 2-interchange example for the STSP. Left is an initial tom: and right is
an improved tour.
Or [186] proposed a modified 3-opt procedure which considers only a small
percentage of the exchanges th at would be considered by a regular 3-opt and
which seems to work extremely well. This procedure is called Or-opt. And
it considers only those exchanges that would result in a string of one, two,
or three currently adjacent cities being inserted between two other cities. An
example is given in Figure 2.3 [166].

Figure 2.3: Or-opt example for the TSP. Left is a current tour and right is an
improved tour.
When the solution obtained is dependent on the initial starting point of
the algorithm, the same algorithm can be used multiple times from various
14
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(random) starting points. For an excellent survey of randomized improve
ment heuristics, see Jiinger, Reinelt and Rinaldi [142]. Often, a solution is
needed quickly, one may settle for a well-designed heuristic algorithm that has
been shown empirically to find “near-optimal” tours to many TSP problems.
Research by Johnson [139], and Jiinger, Reinelt and Rinaldi [142] describes
algorithms that obtain solutions to extremely large TSPs (problems with tens
of thousands, or even millions of variables) to within 2% of optimality in a
very reasonable time frame. For genetic algorithmic approaches to the TSP,
see Potvin [198]; for simulated annealing approaches, see Aaxts, Korst and
Laarhoven [1]; for neural network approaches, see Potvin [197]; for tabu search
approaches, see Fiechter [94]; and for saving algorithm, see Lawler et al [166].
Performance guarantees of heuristics are given by Johnson and Papadimitriou
[140]; probabilistic analysis of heuristics are discussed by Karp and Steele [144];
and the development and empirical testing of heuristics is reported by Golden
and Stewart [120]. More detailed contents of heuristics are discussed by Gutin
and Punnen [127], Lawler et al [166], Applegate et al [8], Moscato [181] and
their references.

2.1.3

E x a ct M eth od s

In order to know about the proximity of the upper bound to the optimum value,
one must also know a lower bound on the optimum value. If the upper and
lower bounds coincide, a proof of optimality is achieved. If not, a conservative
estimate of the true relative error of the upper bound is provided by the
difference between the upper and lower bound divided by the lower bound.
Thus, both upper and lower bounding techniques are required to find provably
optimal solutions to hard combinatorial problems, as well as to obtain solutions

15
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meeting a quality guarantee.
Branch-and-bound methods solve the TSP by breaking up its feasible solu
tion set into successively smaller subsets, calculating bounds on the objective
function value over each subset and using them to discard certain subsets from
further consideration. The bounds are obtained by replacing the problem over
a given subset with an easier relaxed problem such that the value of the latter
bounds that of the former. The procedure ends when each subset procedure
has a feasible solution or has been shown to contain no better solution than
the one already at hand. The best solution found during the procedure is a
global optimum.
Two versions of a branch-and-bound procedure for the TSP are outlined
as follows. At all times both versions carry a list of active subproblems. The
versions differ in that version 1 solves a relaxed subproblem LRk only when
node k is selected and taken off the list while version 2 solves each relaxed
subproblem as soon as it is created. All the branch-and-bound procedures
used in practice can be viewed as variants of these two versions.
B ran ch -an d -B o u n d A lgorithm for th e T S P [166]:
Version 1:
Step 1: (Initialization) Put TSP on the list of active subproblems. Initialize
the upper bound at

U

= oo.

S tep 2 : (Subproblem selection) If the list is empty, then Stop, the tour asso
ciated with

U

is optimal, or if U = oo, TSP has no solution. Otherwise,

choose a subproblem TSP*, according to the subproblem selection rule
and remove TSP*, from the list.
S tep 3: (Lower bounding) Solve the relaxation

LRk

of TSP*, and

v(LRk)

16
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de-

notes its optimal value of objective function, or bound v(LRk) from
below, and let Lk be the value obtained. If Lk > U, go to Step 2. If
Lk < U and the solution defines a tour for TSP, store it in place of the
previous best tour, set U := Lk, and go to S tep 5. (Now Lk < U and
the solution does not define a tour.)
S tep 4: ( Upper bounding: optional) Use a heuristic to find a tour for the TSP.
If a better tour is found than the current best tour, store it in place of
the latter and update U.
S tep 5: (Reduction: optional) Remove from the graph of TSPfc all the arcs
whose inclusion in a tour would raise its value above U.
S tep 6: (Branching) Apply the branching rule to TSP*,, i.e. generate new
subproblems TSPfci,..., TSPfcp, place them on the fist, and go to Step
2.

Version 2:
S tep 1: (Initialization) As in version 1, but solve LR before putting TSP on
the list.
S tep 2: (Subproblem selection) Same as in version 1.
S tep 3: ( Upper bounding: optional) Same as S tep 4 in version 1.
S tep 4: (Reduction: optional) Same as S tep 5 in version 1.
S tep 5: (Branching) Use the branching rule to define the set of subproblems
T SPh, ***, T S P ^ to be generated from the current subproblem TSPfc.

17
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S tep 6: (Lower bounding) If all the subproblems to be generated from TSPfc
according to the branching rule have already been generated, go to Step
2. Otherwise, generated the next subproblem TSPjy defined by the
branching rule, solve the relaxation
from below, and let
If

<

U

Lkj

LRkj

of TSPfc, or bound

be the value obtained. If L k j >

U,

v(LR kj)

go to Step 6.

and the solution defines a tour for the TSP, store it in place

of the previous best tour, set

U

:=

Lkj

and go to S tep 6. If

Lkj

<

U

and the solution does not define a tour, place TSPfc, on the fist, and go
to S tep 6.
A good branching rule [166] is one that
(1) generates few successors of a node in the search tree, and
(2 ) generates strongly constrained subproblems, i.e. excludes many solutions
from each subproblem.
The subproblem selection rule is known as ‘’depth first or LIFO (Last In First
Out). It amounts to choosing one of the nodes generated at the last branching
step and when no more such nodes exist, backtracking to the parent node, and
applying the same rule to its brother nodes. This rule has the advantage of
modest storage requirements and easy bookkeeping. Its disadvantage is that
possible erroneous decisions (with respect to arc exclusion or inclusion) made
early in the procedure cannot be corrected until much later.
The other subproblem selection rule is known as ‘breadth first, which amounts
to always choosing the node with the best lower bound. This rule has the de
sirable feature of keeping the size (number of nodes) of the search tree as small
as possible. However, it does require a considerable amount of storage space.

IS
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Since the most important ingredient in both of the above algorithms is
lower bounding, the branch-and-bound procedures for the TSP axe classified
according to the relaxations that they use. A good relaxation [166] is one that
(1) gives a strong lower bound, i.e. yields a small difference ■u(TSP) —u(LR)
and
(2) is easy to solve.
Several relaxations have been considered for the TSP. Among them are the
n-path relaxation Houck, Picard, Queyranne and Vemuganti [135], the statespace relaxation Christofides, Mingozzi and Toth [55], the assignment relax
ation Eastman [88], Little, Murty, Sweeney, and Karel [170, 170], Balas and
Christofides [13], Carpaneto, DelTAmico and Toth [41], Dell’Amico and Toth
[73], the 2-matching relaxation Edmonds [90], Bellmore and Malone [20], the
1-tree relaxation Held and Karp [130, 131], Volgenant and Jonker [141], and
the linear programming relaxation Jiinger, Rinaldi and Thienel [143]. For ran
domly generated asymmetric TSPs, problems having up to 7500 cities have
been solved using an assignment relaxation which adds subtours within a
branch-and-bound framework and which uses an upper bounding heuristic
based on subtour patching (Miller and Pekny, [177]). For the symmetric TSP,
the 1-tree relaxation and the 2-matching relaxations have been most successful.
These relaxations have been embedded into a branch-and-cut framework.
The process of finding constraints that are violated by a given solution for
a relaxation is called a cutting plane technique. All successes in solving large
TSP problems required the use of cutting planes to continuously tighten the
formulation of the problem. It is important to stress that all successful com
putational approaches to the TSP utilize facet-defining inequalities as cutting
19
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planes. General-type cutting planes of the integer programming literature that
use the simplex basis-representation to obtain cuts, such as Gomory (Dantzig,
Fulkerson and Johnson [68], Miliotis [175], Land [155], and Fleischmann [101])
or intersection cuts, have long been abandoned because of poor convergence
properties.
One of the simplest type of cuts that have been shown to define facets of the
underlying TSP polytope axe the subtour elimination cuts (Dantzig, Fulkerson
and Johnson [68], Miliotis [175], Land [155], and Fleischmann [101], Jiinger,
Rinaldi and Thienel [143]). Comb inequalities (Grotschel and Padberg [122,
123], Chvatal [57]), and clique tree inequalities (Grotschel and Pulleyblank
[125]) have also been shown to define facets of this polytope.
The underlying theory of facet generation for the STSP is provided in
Grotschel and Padberg [125] and Jiinger, Reinelt and Rinaldi [142]. A detailed
treatment of the theory of polyhedra is presented in Bachenm and Grotschel
[11], Griinbaum [126], Rockafellax [210], Stoer and Witzgall [224], Wolsey [239],
and Nemhauser and Wolsey [182]. The algorithmic descriptions of how these
are used in cutting plane approaches are discussed by Padberg and Groschel
[188], Padberg and Rinaldi [189] and Jiinger, Reinelt and Rinaldi [142], Eck
stein, Phillips and Hart [89], and Ralphs and Ladanyi [204]. Parallel processing
implementations are presented by Christof and Reinelt [51] and Applegate,
Bixby, Chvatal and Cook [7]. Cutting plane procedures can be embedded
into a tree search referred to as branch-and-cut. The solutions to some of the
largest TSP problems have involved parallel processing in assisting the search
for optimality. As our understanding of the underlying mathematical struc
ture of the TSP problem improves and with the continuing advancement in
computer technology, it is likely that many difficult and important combinato20
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rial optimization problems will be solved using a combination of cutting plane
generation procedures, heuristics, variable fixing through logical implications
and reduced costs, and tree search.
Branch-and-cut Algorithm [127]:
Step 1: (Initialization) Let (LPq) be a valid linear programming relaxation
of the TSP. Set k := 0.
Step 2: (LP solver) Solve (LPfc), and let x k be an optimal solution to (LPk)Step 3: (Separation) Solve the separation problem.
Step 3.1: If one or more violated valid inequalities (i.e., a cutting plane)
for the TSP axe found, define (LPk+i) to be (LPk) amended by
adding the violated valid inequalities, set k := k + 1, and go to
Step 2. Otherwise, go to Step 4.
Step 4: (Branching) Decompose the problem into two new problems by adding
lower and upper bounds to an integer variable whose current value is
fractional, as is done in branch-and-bound. Solve each new problem re
cursively and the optimal solution to the original problem will be the
best of these two solutions.
In 2001 [61], Applegate, Bixby, Chvatal and Cook used a branch-and-cut
algorithm to solve a 15,112-city TSP instance. The total computer time used
in the computation was 22.6 years, scaled to a Compaq EV6 Alpha processor
running at 500 MHz. In 2004 [61], the traveling salesman problem of visiting
all 24,978 cities in Sweden, which is currently the largest solved TSP instance,
was solved: a tour of length approximately 72,500 kilometers was found and
it was proven that no shorter tour exists.
21
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More detailed contents of the TSP exact methods are discussed by Gutin
and Punnen [127], Lawler et al [166], Applegate et al [8], Moscato [181] and
their references.

2.2

V ehicle R outing P roblem

The vehicle routing problem (VRP) involves finding the optimal set of routes
to be performed by a fleet of vehicles to serve a given set of customers. It is
one of the most important combinatorial optimization problems.
The VRP was first introduced by Dantzig and Ramser [69] in 1959 under
the name of the truck dispatching problem. They described a real-world appli
cation concerning the delivery of gasoline to service stations and proposed the
first mathematical programming formulation as well as a heuristic method that
starts with an initial solution where each vehicle services only one customer.
A few years later, in 1964, Clarke and Wright [58] proposed an effective
greedy heuristic that improved on the Dantzig-Ramser approach, now com
monly known as the savings method. As in Dantzig and Ramser’s method,
the algorithm starts with an initial solution where each vehicle services only
one customer. The method then computes the distance “savings” achieved
by combining the end of a route with the beginning of another route, for all
feasible route combinations. The routes with the greatest savings are com
bined, and the savings are updated. This continues until routes can no longer
be combined due to capacity constraints. This method is simple, easy to im
plement and has formed the basis of several computerized routing packages.
However, the results are still far from optimal for most problems.
After these two seminal papers were published, hundreds of models and
22
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algorithms were proposed for the optimal and approximate solutions to the
different versions of the VRP. Many packages for the solutions to various realworld VRPs axe now available on the market. The largest VRP instances
which can be solved by the most effective exact algorithms proposed so far
contain about 100 customers. Larger instances may be solved to optimality
only in particular cases [233].
The classical vehicle routing problem asks for a set of delivery routes for
vehicles housed at a central depot which services all the nodes and minimizes
total distance traveled. The demand at each node is assumed to be deter
ministic and each vehicle has a known capacity. Thus, the traveling salesman
problem is a special case of the vehicle routing problem with a vehicle of infi
nite capacity. Therefore, the VRP is ,/VP-hard. In the example in Figure 2.4,
the demand at nodes 1, 2, 4 and 6 is one, the demand at nodes 3 and 5 is two,
and the vehicle capacity is 4.
l

Depot

Figure 2.4: An example of the vehicle routing problem.
In the following subsections we review some formulations and the important
heuristic and exact methods for the VRP. More extensive surveys of heuristic
23
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and exact methods of routing and scheduling literature axe presented by Bodin,
Golden, Assad and Ball [27], Laporte and Nobert [162], Laporte [157], and
Toth and Vigo [233].
Throughout the following subsection, the VRP has n customers, with the
depot indexed by 0, and K vehicles, di denotes the demand of customer i, and
C denotes the capacity of a vehicle.

2.2.1

P rob lem and Form ulations

The vehicle routing problem (VRP) consists of finding a minimum-cost collec
tion of K simple vehicle routes such that:
1. Each vehicle travels exactly one vehicle route.
2. Each route begins at the depot and returns to the depot.
3. Each customer is visited by exactly one vehicle.
4. The total size of deliveries for customers assigned to each vehicle must
not exceed the vehicle capacity.
In the VRP, the following are characteristics of vehicles, customers, and
objectives. Typical characteristics of vehicles are (see [233]):
1. Each vehicle has a home depot but may end service at another depot.
2. Capacity of the vehicle.
3. Possible subdivision of the vehicle into compartments, each characterized
by its capacity and by the types of demand that can be carried.
4. Devices available for the loading and unloading operations.
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5. Subset of arcs in the road network that can be traversed by the vehicle.
6. Costs associated with utilization of the vehicle.
Typical characteristics of customers are (see [233]):
1. Nodes of the road network in which the customers are located.
2. Amount of demand, possibly of different types, which must be delivered
or collected at the customer.
3. Periods of the day (time windows) during which the customer can be
served.
4. Time required to deliver or collect the demand at the customer location,
possibly dependent on the vehicle type.
5. Subset of the available vehicles that can be used to serve the customer.
Typical objectives are (see [233]):
1. Minimization of the global transportation cost which is dependent on
the global distance traveled (or global travel time) and on the fixed costs
associated with the vehicles used and with the corresponding drivers.
2. Minimization of the number of vehicles required to serve all customers.
3. Balancing of the routes, in terms of travel time and vehicle load.
4. Minimization of penalties associated with the partial service of cus
tomers.
5. Any weighted combination of these objectives.

25
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The basic version of the VRP is the capacitated VRP (CVRP). In the
CVRP, all customers have deterministic demands, which may not be split, the
vehicles have homogeneous capacity and are based at a single central depot,
and only the capacity restrictions for the vehicles are imposed. The CVRP
is to minimize the total cost (such as a weighted function of the number of
routes and their length or travel time) to serve all the customers.
We present a relationship chart in Figure 2.5 and we note that some of the
relationship are in [233]. For example, the VRPBTW is a capacitated vehicle
routing problem with backhualing and time windows.

SVRP

VRPB

VRPSF

SD

CVRP

r

SDVRP

PD
MDVRP

VRPBTW

f VRPTW j

MDVRPTW

PVRP

PVRPTW

VRPPD

VRPPDTW

SDVRPTW

B: Backlmaling
DC: Route Length
MD: Multiple Depot
F: Periodic
PD: Pick-up and Deliveries S: Stochastic
SF: Satellite Facilities SD: Split Delivery
TW: Time Windows
Figure 2.5: Variants of the VRP class.
Let G = (N , A , C) be a complete directed graph, where N = {0, 1, . . . , n}
is the node set, and A is the arc set. Nodes {1, 2, . . . , n} correspond to the
customers, whereas node 0 corresponds to the depot. The matrix of costs is
C — [Cij], where Cy is the cost of moving from node i to j , and Ca = oo for
all i. A set of K identical vehicles, each with capacity C, is available at the
26
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depot. Each customer i (i = 1, . . . , n) is associated with a known non-negative
demand di to be delivered and the depot has a fictional demand of do = 0.
Assume that di < C for each i = 1, . . . ,n. Each vehicle may travel at most
one route, and assume that K is not smaller th at K mm. which is the minimum
number of vehicles needed to serve all customers. The value of K m may be
determined by solving the Bin Packing problem (BPP) associated with the
VRP. Given a set S C N \ {0}, r (S ) denotes the minimum number of vehicles
needed to serve all customers in S. A value for r (S ), which will be required in
the implementations, can be found by considering the vehicles as bins being
packed with demands. r(S) can then be replaced with the trivial Bin Packing
Problem (BPP) lower bound
' f

j .

(2.20)

where d(S) =

d* *s the total demands of nodes in the set S and [a]

denotes the smallest integer not smaller than a.
Three different, basic modeling approaches have been proposed for the VRP
in literature: vehicle flow formulations, commodity flow formulations and setpartitioning formulations. We will give a short description of commodity flow
and set partitioning formulations followed by a more detailed discussion of
vehicle flow formulation.
The first type of model, commodity flow formulations, use supplemental
continuous commodity flow variables. Baldacci, Mingozzi and Hadjiconstantinou [16] presented a two-commodity flow formulation for the SCVRP which is
an extension of the TSP by Finke, Claus and Gunn [95]. Since commodity flow
formulations explicitly introduce arc orientations, even in symmetric problems,
the formulation for the SCVRP requires an extended graph, G' = (V', A' ), ob27
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tained from G by adding node n + 1, which is a copy of the depot. Flow
variables yij and

represent the vehicle load and the vehicle residual capac

ity respectively.
BM H-VRP: Baldacci, Mingozzi and Hadjiconstantinou VRP

E
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Vij) = 2di,

Vz €

V' \

{0,

n+

1}

(2.21)

j= 0
71

0 ,n + l} ) ,

(2.22)

j= l
71

Vjo = K C —d ( V ' \

^

(0 ,

n + 1}),

(2.23)

3= i
71

y ^ Z/n+l j = K C ,

(2.24)

=1
Vij ”1“ Vji —C x i j , V(z, j) G A

(2.25)

J7

«L

n+1

+ Xji) = 2, Vi G V* \ {0, n + 1}
j7=0v
Xij € {0,1}, V(z,j) G A!

(2.26)

Vij > 0, V(z, j) G A'.

(2.28)

(2.27)

Constraints (2.21) are flow conservations which require the difference between
the sum of the commodity flow variables associated with arcs entering and
leaving each node i to be equal to twice the demand of i. Constraints (2.22)(2.24) impose the correct values for the commodity flow variables upon entering
the depot nodes. Constraints (2.25) and (2.26) impose the relation between
vehicle flow and commodity flow variables with the node degree respectively.
Balinski and Quandt [17] presented the set-partitioning formulation, the
second type of model, for the VRP by using 0 ( 2 9) binary variables x* and
0 { n ) constraints. Let 7Z = {R i, i?2, • • •, Rg} denote the collection of all feasi28
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ble routes of G with

q

=

[R ,\.

Then Xi(i = 1, . . . . g) is equal to 1 if route

Ri

is

selected in the optimal solution.
BQ-VRP: Balinski and Quandt V R P
9

min

E

axi

i—l
9

s .t

£ > ^ = 1, VjG V \ { 0 }

(2.29)

i= 1
9

J 2 x i = K,

(2.30)

i= l

XiG {0,1}, Vi = 1 , . . . , g,

(2.31)

where a,j takes a value of 1 if route Ri covers node j and takes a value of
0 otherwise. Constraints (2.29) impose that each customer j is covered by
exactly one of the selected routes. Constraints (2.30) require that K routes axe
selected. The linear program ming relaxation for this formulation is typically
very tight. However, one of the main drawbacks of the formulation is the large
number of binary variables.
The third type of model, vehicle flow formulations, use binary variables
associated with each arc or edge of the graph that takes a value of 1 if it
is traversed by a vehicle. We will look at 2- and 3-index formulations for
asymmetric and symmetric VRPs.
The two-index vehicle flow formulation of the asymmetric CVRP (ACVRP)
uses 0 ( n2) binary variables Xij, which takes a value of 1 if arc (i, j ) G A belongs
to the optimal solution and a value of 0 otherwise, with 0 { 2 n) constraints. It
is as follows [233].
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2-index-AC VRP: Two-index, Asym m etric and Capacitated V R P
n

n

min

(2.32)
i= 0 j =o

s.t. ^2,Xij = 1, i = 1,

.

.

.

.

(

2

.

3

3

)

j=o
n

^ ' %ij = L 3 = 1) • • • n

(2-34)

5

i= 0
Tl

J 2 x oj = K,

(2.35)

j= 0
n

J 2 x io = K ,

(2.36)

i= 0

r(S), VS C JV \ {0}, S ^ 0

(2.37)

«es jgs
Xjj G {0, 1}, Vi,j = 0 , . . . , n ,

(2.38)

where S = iV \{S}. The outdegree constraints (2.33) and indegree constraints
(2.34) impose that exactly one arc leaves and enters each node associated with
a customer respectively. Constraints (2.35) and (2.36) impose that K vehicles
leave and enter the depot. The capacity-cut constraints (2.37) dictate that at
least r(S) vehicles leave the set S. This guarantees both the connectivity of
the solution and the vehicle capacity requirements.
Constraints (2.37) can also replaced by generalized subtour elimination con
straints (see [233])
< | S | - r ( S ) , VS C J V \ { O } , S ^ 0

(2.39)

ies jes
which impose that at least r (S ) vehicles leave each customer set S.
Christofides, Mingozzi and Toth [54] and Desrochers and Laporte [76] pro
posed a formulation with polynomial cardinality subtour elimination con
straints by extending the formulation for the TSP by Miller, Tucker and Zemlin
30
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[178].

CM T-DL-VRP: Christofides, M ingozzi and Toth, and Desrochers
and Laporte VR P
n

n

i=0 j—0
s.t. (2.33), (2.34), (2.35), (2.36), (2.38)
U i-U j

+ C xij

< C

- dj,

Vi , j € N \ {0}, i ^ j,
such that di + dj < C

d i < U i < C, V i e N \ {0}

(2.40)
(2.41)

where Ui{i 6 JV \ {0}) are continuous variables with

representing the load

of the vehicle after visiting customer i. Constraints (2.40) and (2.41) impose
that the difference in load between nodes j and i is not less than the demand
at node j if vehicle goes from node i to j.
It is worth noting that the linear programming relaxation of formulation
(CMT-DL-VRP) generally is much weaker than that of formulation (2.32)(2.38).
The two-index vehicle flow formulation of the symmetric CVRP (SCVRP)
uses 0(l-S|) binary variables x e, which takes a value of 1 if edge e G E belongs
to the optimal solution and a value of 0 otherwise, and 0 (2") constraints
[233].
2-index-SCVRP: Two-index, Sym m etric and Capacitated V R P

(2.42)
e€5(i)

(2.43)
e€«5(0)

(2.44)
eeS(S)
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rce € { 0 ,1 } , Ve £ 5(0)

(2.45)

x e 6 { 0 ,1 ,2 } , Ve 6 5(0)

(2.46)

where 5(5) = {e € E : e = (z, j) such that i € 5 or y € 5}. Especially when
S = {i}, it denotes 5(i). The degree constraints (2.42) and (2.43) impose that
exactly two edges for each node are associated with a customer and that there
are 2K edges for the depot respectively. The capacity-cut constraints (2.44)
impose that at least r(5 ) vehicles leave the customer set 5. This guarantees
both the connectivity of the solution and the vehicle capacity requirements.
Constraints (2.44) can also replaced by generalized subtour elimination con
straints (see [233])
(2.47)
e £ £ (S )

where E(S) = {e € E : e = (i.j) such that i . j € S}. This imposes that at
most |5| —r(5) arcs are selected in the customer set 5.
Two-index vehicle flow formulations have been used extensively to formu
late the basic versions of the SCVRP and the ACVRP as well as some other
variants. However, they are generally inadequate for more complex versions of
the VRP. In addition, it is not possible to directly know which vehicle traverses
an arc or edge used in the solution.
The three-index vehicle flow formulation of ACVRP uses Q (n 2K ) binary
variables Xijk, which takes a value of 1 if arc (i.j) € A is traversed by vehicle
k(k = 1, .. ., K ) : and Q ( n K ) binary variables ^.(z € N \ {0}, k = 1, . . . , K),
which takes a value of 1 if customer i is served by vehicle k. The three-index
formulation for ACVRP is given in the following [233].
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3-index-A C V R P : T h ree-index, A sym m etric a n d C ap a cita te d V R P
K

n

n

»*> EEE
CijXijk
fc=l i=0 j=0
K

s.t.

^T y ik = 1, Vi € N \ {0}
fc=i

(2.48)

K

Y,V ok = K,
k=1
71

(2.49)

71

5 3 Xijk = E Xjik = Uik, Vi € JV, A: = 1, . . . , K
j= 0
j=0

(2.50)

n

E ^ * ^ C> Vk = l , . . . , K
i=0
E 5 3 >
ies j£s

Vhk, VS C N \ {0}, h € 5 , k = 1, . . . , K

(2.51)
(2.52)

Sy-fc € {0,1}, Vi, j € JV, k = 1, . . . , K

(2.53)

yik <E {0,1}, Vi € N, k = 1, . . . , K.

(2.54)

Constraints (2.48)-(2.50) impose that each customer is visited exactly once,
that K vehicles leave the depot, and that the same vehicle enters and leaves
a given customer location. Constraints (2.51) are the capacity restrictions for
each vehicle k. Constraints (2.52) impose the connectivity of the route traveled
by k.
Fisher and Jaikumar [100] proposed subtour elimination constraints which
may replace constraints (2.52).
F J-V R P : F ish er an d Ja ik u m a r V R P
K

n

n

EEE

CijXijk
k=\ i=0 j =0
s.t. (2.48), (2.49), (2.50), (2.51), (2.53), (2.54)

min

5 3 E XW < |5| - 1, V5 C i V \ {0},\ S \ > 2 , k = l , . . . , K (2.55)
ies jes
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The above constraints impose that for each vehicle k, at least one arc leaves
each node set S visited by k and that S does not contain the depot.
The three-index formulation of the generalized Miller-Tucker-Zemlin (2.40)
is the following ([54], [76]).
G M T Z -V R P : G eneralized M iller, Tucker an d Zem lin V R P
K

n

n

EEE
CijXijk
k=
1 i= 0

0

s.t. (2.48), (2.49), (2.50), (2.53), (2.54)
Uik

v,jk + Cxijk E C dj, Vz, j 6 A '\ {0}) i r1 j'
such thatdj + dj < C, k = 1, . . . , K

di < iHk < C , V i e N \ {0}, k = l , . . . , K

fry -g\
'
(2.57)

where Uik(i € N \ {0}, k = 1, . . . , K) is an additional continuous variable, with
Uik representing the load of the vehicle k after visiting customer i. Constraints
(2.56) and (2.57) impose that the load difference of vehicle k between nodes j
and i is not less than the demand at node j if vehicle k goes from node i to j.
The three-index vehicle flow formulation of the SCVRP uses O (-^l^l) bi
nary variables xek, which takes a value of 1 if an edge e € E is traversed by
vehicle k(k = 1, . . . , K ) , and Q){nK) binary variables yik(i € N \ {0},/c =
1, . . . , K ), which takes a value of 1 if customer i is served by vehicle k. The
three-index formulation for the SCVRP is as follows [233].
3-index-SCVRP: Three-index, Sym m etric and Capacitated V R P
K

min

EE Ce^ek
fc=1 e € £

s.t. (2.48), (2.49), (2.51), (2.54)
^ 2 x ek = 2yik, Vz G N, k = 1, . . . , K

(2.58)

e£5(i)

J 2 x e k >2 y hk, V S C N \ { 0 } , h e S , k = l , . . . , K
e€5(S)
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(2.59)

Xek € { 0 ,1 } , Ve g 5(0) , k = l , . . . , K

(2.60)

x ek € {0,1,2}, Ve 6 5(0) , k = l , . . . , K .

(2.61)

Constraints (2.58) enforce that the same vehicle enters and leaves a given
customer location i. Constraints (2.59) impose the connectivity of the route
performed by k.
The three-index vehicle flow formulations generalize the two-index vehicle
flow formulations, which may be obtained by defining Xij = Ylk=i x ijk for all
(i,j) e A, or xe =

2 .2.2

xek for all e € A.

H eu ristic M eth o d s

Heuristic methods perform a relatively limited exploration of the search space
and typically produce good quality solutions within modest computing times.
There axe several families of heuristics in literature for the VRP. These meth
ods can be classified into two main classes: classical heuristics and metaheuris
tics.
Classical heuristics for the VRP can be further classified into three cate
gories. The first category, constructive heuristics, gradually build a feasible
solution while considering solution cost. However, they do not contain any
procedures for improvement. They include the savings algorithms (Clark and
Wright [58], Gaskell [106], Yellow [242], Paessens [190]), the matching-based
algorithms (Altinkemer and Gavish [4], Desrochers and Verhoog [77]) and the
sequential insertion algorithms (Mole and Jameson [180], Christofides, Mingozzi and Toth [54]).
Clarke and Wright’s savings method [58] computes the “savings” achieved
by combining the end of a route with the beginning of another route for all
feasible route combinations. Clarke and Wright considered four possible route
35
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structures that could eventuate from linking customers i and j . They showed
that none of the new structures will be profitable unless either i, j, or both
were at the beginning or end of a route, thus restricting attention to customers
at those points. In this case the “savings”, s^- , is given by
Sij

CiQ“I- Coj

c^j.

(2.62)

In [58], multiple routes are generated at the same time and each customer joins
the route which maximizes its savings as long as no constraints are violated.
This is popularly known as the parallel savings method.
The second category, two-phase heuristics, decompose the problem into
two components: clustering of customers into feasible routes and actual route
construction. Two-phase heuristics are divided into two classes: cluster-first,
route-second methods (Fisher and Jaikumar [100], The Petal Algorithm: Ryan,
Hjorring and Glover[211], The Sweep Algorithm: Gillet and Miller [114],
Wren and Holliday [240], Taillard [226]) and route-first, cluster-second methods
(Beasley [19]). In the first case, customers are organized into feasible clusters
and then a route is constructed for each of them. In the second case, a tour is
first built on all customers and is then segmented into feasible routes.
The third category, improvement heuristics, modify any feasible solution
by performing a sequence of edge or customer exchanges within or between
routes (Christofides, Mingozzi and Toth [54], Renaud, Boctor and Laporte
[208], Thompson and Psaraftis [231], Van Breedam [234], Kindervater and
Savelsbergh [151], Osman [187]).
In metaheuristics, the emphasis is on performing a deep exploration of the
most promising regions of the solution space. The quality of solutions pro
duced by these methods is much higher than those obtained by classical heuris36
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tics. They include Ant Algorithms (Bullnheimer, Hartl and Strauss [37], [38],
Doerner, Gronalt, Hartl, Reimman, Strauss and Stummer [82]), Constraint
Programming (Shaw [218]), Deterministic Annealing (Dueck [86]), Genetic
Algorithms (Berger and Barkaoui [22], Pereira, Tavares, Machado and Costa
[194]), Simulated Annealing (Osman [187]), and Tabu Search (Osman [187],
Taillard [226], Gendreau, Hertz and Laporte [111], Rochat and Taillard [209],
Kelly and Xu [149], Toth and Vigo [232], Amberg, Domschke and Voss [5]).
A tabu search algorithm, starts from an initial solution xo and moves at each
iteration k from Xk to a solution Xk+i in the neighborhood N( xk) of Xk until
a stopping condition is satisfied. If f ( x k ) denotes the cost of x, then f(xk+i)
is not necessarily less than f(xk). A tabu fist must be taken to avoid cycling.
In Osman [187], neighborhoods are defined by means of the A-interchange
generation mechanism with A = 2. This includes a combination of 2-opt moves,
vertex reassignments to different routes and vertex interchanges between two
routes.

2.2.3

E xact M eth o d s

As we know, the VRP is N V - hard. Thus, exact methods that will run in a
reasonable amount of computing time are difficult to develop. Nevertheless
several methods have been developed that have solved the VRP with up to
135 customers and 7 vehicles. Exact methods for the VRP can be classified
into three approaches:
1. Direct Tree Search (Refer to Christofides and Eilon [53], Christofides
[52], Christofides et al. [55], Fisher [98]),
2. Dynamic Programming (DP) (Refer to Christofides et al. [56]),
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3. Integer Linear Programming (ILP).
The details of the direct tree search approach were discussed by Christofides
and Eilon [53], Christofides [52], Christofides et al. [55], Fisher [98]. Christofides
et al. [56] produced a method based on dynamic programming.
Most work has concentrated on the ILP approach, which can be categorized
by the formulation used being based on one of the formulations in Section 2.2.1
above.
The branch-and-bound method has been used extensively in recent decades
to solve the CVRP and its variants. Laporte and Nobert [162] gave a com
plete and detailed analysis of the branch-and-bound algorithms proposed up
to the late 1980s. Until then, the most effective exact methods for the CVRP
were mainly branch-and-bound algorithms which used basic combinatorial re
laxations such as the Assignment Problem, the degree-constrained Shortest
Spanning Tree and the state space relaxation.
Toth and Vigo [233] surveyed the most recent branch-and-bound algorithms
proposed during the last few years for the exact solution to the CVRP for
both symmetric and asymmetric cost matrices. More sophisticated bounds,
like those based on Lagrangian relaxations or on the additive approach, were
proposed. This substantially increased the size of the problem that can be
solved to optimality using the branch-and-bound algorithm.
The following is an outline of the branch-and-bound algorithm.
Branch-and-Bound Algorithm [233]:
S tep 1: Solve the linear relaxation LP of IP, which is obtained from IP by
dropping the constraints th at all variables have to be integers. Therefore,
zlp

<

zip -
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S tep 2: If the optimal solution x is integral, then Stop. Otherwise, choose
an integer variable x e with a fractional value and build two new integer
programmes. In the first, we add a lower bound to x e equal to |x e] . In
the second we add an upper bound to x e equal to [xe\. ( |_xeJ and \xe~\
denote the largest integer not greater than x e and the smallest integer
not smaller than x e, respectively.)
S tep 3: From there we proceed by the classical branch-and-bound algorithm,
in which the bounds are given by the optimal solution values of the linear
programming associated with the nodes of the search tree.
Since the most important ingredient of the above algorithms is lower bound
ing, the branch-and-bound procedures for the VRP are classified according to
the relaxations th at they use. A good relaxation is one that gives a strong
lower bound, that is, yields a small difference u(VRP) —u(LR) and is easy to
solve.
Several relaxations have been considered for the VRP. Among them axe
the AP-based relaxation (Laporte, Mercure and Nobert [160]: the first branchand-bound algorithm for the ACVRP), the matching-based relaxation (Miller
[176]), the tree-based relaxation (Christofides, Mingozzi and Toth [55], Fisher
[98]), the disjunction-based relaxation (Fischetti, Toth and Vigo [96]), the setpartitioning-based relaxation (Balinski and Quandt [17], Foster and Ryan [102],
Agarwal, Mathur and Salkin [3], Hadjiconstantinou, Christofides and Mingozzi
[128]) and the cost-flow-based relaxation (Fischetti, Toth and Vigo [96]).
The branch-and-cut method has been extremely successful in finding opti
mal solutions to large instances of the Symmetric Traveling Salesman Problem
(STSP). However, the amount of research effort spent to solve the SCVRP us39
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ing this method is not comparable with what has been dedicated to the STSP.
Let IP be an integer programme and LP(oo) be its linear relaxation, that
has possibly been enriched by additional valid inequalities and having a very
large number of constraints. The following is the general outline of the branchand-cut algorithm.
B ran ch -an d -C u t A lgorithm [233]:
S tep 1: For k > 0, let LP(/c) be a linear programme consisting of a subset of
reasonable size of the constraints in LP(oo).
S tep 2: Solve LP(/c), which produces an optimal solution x k. If this optimal
solution x k is feasible for IP, then it is an optimal solution and Stop.
Otherwise, go to Step 2.1
S tep 2.1: ( Cutting plane) Use a separation procedure to identify constraints
of LP(oo) violated at x k. If no such constraints are identified, go to Step
3. Otherwise, add the violated constraints to LP(k) to get LP(/c+l). We
will have zLP(k) < zLp(k+i) < zlp(oo) <

z j p ,

where zLP(k) is the optimal

value of LP(/c) for k > 0. Replace k with k + 1 and go to Step 2.
S tep 3: (Branching) As is done in branch-and-bound, decompose the prob
lem into two new problems which are obtained by adding lower and
upper bounds to an integer variable whose current value is fractional.
Then solve each new problem recursively and the optimal solution to
the original problem will be the best of these two solutions.
The separation procedure is the main component of the branch-and-cut
algorithm. The separation procedure could be exact or heuristic. For the
fractional solution x k. the procedure identifies a valid inequality for the CVRP
40
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polytope. This polytope is the convex hull of the representative vectors of all
the if-routes that are violated by x k.
Some of the simplest valid inequalities for the VRP are the capacity inequal
ities (Cornuejols and Harche [66]). In addition to these, Toth and Vigo [233]
assembled a survey of valid inequalities including generalized capacity inequal
ities (De Vitis, Harche and Rinaldi [72]), framed capacity inequalities (Pochet
[196]), comb inequalities (Laporte and Nobert [161]) and path-bin inequalities
and clique inequality (Pochet [196]).
There are two types of branching strategies. The first type is called the
variable or edge branching method. It requires choosing an edge, e, in the
current LP optimal solution for which the corresponding variable is fractional
and then splitting the set of solutions into those that use the edge (x£ = 1)
and those that do not (x s = 0).
The second type, called branching on inequalities, was first used by Augerat
et al. [10] for the CVRP. Let S be a node set such that x(5(S)) « 2 t+ 1, where
t > 1 is the number of disjoint subsets of N (= Si U S 2 U • • • U St). There is an
imbalance between the side for which we let x(5(S)) < 21 and the side where
we let x(8(S)) > 2t+2. Imposing that all the customers of set S are served by
the same vehicle results in considering S as a unique customer with a demand
equal to the sum of the demands in S. If its total demand is sufficiently high
then one of the if-routes, which is the union of if routes such that each node
belongs to exactly one route, is almost fixed. Therefore, this side of the search
tree will be solved faster than the other side.
The parallel branch-and-cut algorithm was presented in Ladanyi, Ralphs
and Trotter [154] and Ralphs, Kopman, Pulleyblank and Trotter [203]. It
solved to optimality some instances that were not solved by other branch-and41
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cut algorithms.
Baldacci, Mingozzi and Hadjiconstantinou [16] proposed the two-commodity
network flow formulation for the SCVRP. This formulation produces different
polytopes from those of vehicle flow formulations.
More detailed contents about VRP exact methods are discussed by Toth
and Vigo [233], Dita [81], Ralphs [202] and their references.

2.3

School B u s R outing and Scheduling Prob
lem

How to transport students to and from their schools in the safest, most eco
nomical, equitable and convenient manner is an important question facing
many school boards. In solving the school bus routing and scheduling prob
lem (SBRSP) one attempts to find school bus routes that serve all eligible
students economically, equitably and safely in urban or rural environments.
There are many different factors to be considered depending on the nature of
environments, either urban or rural. For example, in an urban environment
there is a higher population density, smaller travel distance in each bus route,
an increased number of students at a bus stop, more one-way streets, the buses
can be stored overnight in a garage and there are more alternative routes avail
able for bus stops. In a rural environment there is a lower population density,
greater travel distance in each bus route, fewer students at a bus stop, more
stops per route, fewer one-way streets, buses stored overnight at drivers’ homes
and fewer alternative routes available for bus stops.
Generally, the SBRSP includes the following six main subproblems:
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S P l: Select buses from available bus fleet (homogenous or heterogenous).
S P 2: Select bus stops from potential bus stops.
SP3: Assign eligible students to bus stops.
SP4: Assign bus stops to buses.
SP5: Determine bus routes.
S P 6: Determine bus schedules.
The SBRSP is significantly more complicated than the VRP. However, given
the number and locations of bus stops and number of students assigned at
these bus stops, the SBRSP reduces to the vehicle routing problems shown in
Section 2.2. Therefore, the SBRSP is a M V -hard problem.
The SBRSP has received moderate attention in the last few decades. Each
SBRSP problem mentioned in literature has its peculiarities and may also have
different assumptions, objectives, and constraints. For example, only some
subproblems among SP1-SP6 are considered rather than all six subproblems.
No one method exists that dominates all the other methods for every problem.
Many methods seem to be problem dependent. A survey of some such methods
may be found in Braca, Bramel, Posner and Simchi-Levi [30]. A variety of
routing and scheduling problems, including those related to school buses, are
described in the comprehensive survey by Bodin, Golden, Assad and Ball [27].
Swersey and Ballard [225] considered the bus scheduling problem, which
aims to minimize the number of buses that cover all the given routes and
satisfy the time window specifications. They proposed two formulations as
well as a method to solve them. Graham and Nuttle [121] and Dauler and
Nuttle [70] presented the results of a computational study comparing some
43
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heuristics in literature for the bus scheduling problem, on a set of test problems
derived from actual school data. Pinto Paixao and Branco [195] proposed
a quasi-assignment algorithm based on the Hungarian method for the bus
scheduling problem. Chen, Kallsen and Snider [47] presented an expert system
approach with a heuristic procedure for the SBRSP in a rural environment.
Bookbinder and Edwards [28] considered the program scheduling problem, in
which buses pick up and drop off a set of students for schools without facility
routes to those with facility routes in a rural environment. Bowerman et al.
[29] proposed a multi-objective formulation for the urban school bus routing
problem and described a heuristics algorithm for generating a feasible solution
to this problem. Li and Fu [169] also gave a multi-objective programming
formulation for the SBRSP. They proposed a five procedure algorithm to find
a feasible solution. As of yet, there does not exist an exact method for the
SBRSP
In Subsection 2.3.1, the SBRSP and its formulations are reviewed. Heuristic
methods are introduced in Subsection 2.3.2.

2.3.1

P ro b lem and Form ulations

The SBRSP consists of finding an optimizing collection of some simple bus
routes corresponding to buses selected from an available bus fleet such that
A l: each (selected) bus performs exactly one route,
A2: each route begins at school and arrives at school,
A3: each (selected) bus stop is visited by exactly one (selected) bus or
A 3’: each (selected) bus stop is visited by more than one (selected) bus,
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A4: the number of students on each (selected) bus must not exceed the bus
capacity,
A5: the travel time of each (selected) bus must not exceed the time duration
allowed, and
A 6: each (selected) bus arrives at the school within a time window.
The following formulations to be reviewed herein only address some of the
subproblems SP1-SP6 and satisfy only some of the assumptions A1-A6.
Bowerman, Hall and Calamai [29] proposed a multi-objective program
ming formulation for the urban SBRSP, which applies to SP2-SP5 to satisfy
Al,A2,A3 and A4 by using all K homogenous buses.
B H C -SB R S P : B ow erm an, H all an d C alam ai SB R SP
min { / i , / 2, / 3, / 4>

(2.63)

s.t.

(2.64)

CijZij <

S j,

\/i £ B : j £ J

Zij < Uj, \fi £ B : j £ J

(2.65)
(2 .66)

ieB
(2.67)
i€ B

je J

( 2 . 68 )

(2.69)
(2.70)
E
le B

Ink - J 2
le B

f i j k — 'H'3'ijkz

= E

W £B :k£K

(2.71)

jeB

^£

K
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(2.72)

fijk > o, Vz, j e I ; k e K

(2.73)

Ui £ {0,1}, Vi 6 B

(2.74)

xijk £ {0,1}, Vi, y E r ,k £ K

(2.75)

yik £ {0, 1}, V i e I ; k e K

(2.76)

e {0,1}, Vi 6 B ; j e J,

(2.77)

Zij

where S is the set of cardinality 1 representing the school, B is the set of all
potential bus stop sites, I = S U B represents all potential routing points, J is
the set of all students, K is the set of school buses, W is school bus capacity,
d j is the walking distance from a student’s house j £ J to routing point i € I
or distance along the street network between routing points i £ I and j £ J, Sj
is the maximum walking distance for student j £ J to a bus stop, Vj is the load
of student j £ J (2/3 if student j is an early primary grade and 1 otherwise),
n = \I\ is the number of routing points, the binary variable u, = 1 if a bus
stop is located at site i £ B , the binary variable Xijk = 1 if routing point i € I
immediately precedes point j € I on. route k £ K , the binary variable yik = 1
if routing point i £ I is serviced by vehicle k £ K , and the binary variable
= 1 if student j E J is assigned to bus stop i £ B. The objective function
(2.63) is a composite of the total bus route length /i, student walking distance
/ 2, load balance J3' and length alance / 4, where
fi —

(2.78)

' y ' oijXijk
ijzi-teK

(2.79)
VjyikZij ^2

fz — y ]( y ] Vj yik z^
+In [29], load balance

1*1

f 3 = T.keKiT.ieB-^eJ vjVikZij)2
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(2.80)

f 4 — ^ X ^ ' CijXijk
keK ij€l

Ylijk CijXijk

(2.81)

Constraints (2.64) ensure that a student does not have to walk further than the
maximum walking distance set by the school board. Constraints (2.65) guar
antee that students are only assigned to bus stops that are in use. Constraints
(2.66) force each eligible student to be assigned to a bus stop. Constraints
(2.67) are the bus capacity constraints. Constraints (2.68) ensure that each
bus stop to which eligible students are assigned is only included in one route
and th at the school is on all routes. Constraints (2.69) and (2.70) specify that
a bus that visits a bus stop also leaves the bus stop, and that it only visits the
bus stop on its own route. Constraints (2.71), (2.72) and (2.73) prevent the
formulation of subtours using flow variables (fijk)- Constraints (2.74)-(2.77)
are the integrality constraints.
Braca, Bramel, Posner and Simchi-Levi [30] proposed a set-partitioningbased formulation for the SBRSP. Braca, Bramel, Posner and Simchi-Levi
assumed that number and locations of bus stops are given in advance, each bus
stop is assigned with a particular number of students destined for a particular
school and buses are homogenous. Braca, Bramel, Posner and Simchi-Levi
gave the formulation for the SBRSP, applicable to SPl, SP4, and SP5 to
satisfy A2, A35, and A4-A6 for K homogenous buses.
BB PS-SBR SP: Braca, Bram el, Posner and Simchi-Levi SBR SP
(2.82)
(2.83)
(2.84)

Ur e {0,1}, Vr G R
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where N is the set of bus stops, M is the set of schools, R is the set of all
feasible bus routes, A = (N U M ) x ( N U M) is the set of arcs and Uj is the
travel time along arc

o and d represent the starting and ending point

for all bus routes respectively; T; is the time of arrival at point i € N U M, Oi
and bi represent the earliest and latest time a bus can arrive at point i, and
air = 1 if bus stop i is selected on route r otherwise a iT = 0. This formulation
has 0 (29) binary variables yr, where yT takes a value of 1 if route r is in the
optimal solution, and Q)(N) constraints where q = \R\. The objective function
(2.82) minimizes the number of routes. Constraints (2.83) ensure that each
bus stop is on at least one route. Braca, Bramel, Posner and Simchi-Levi gave
the following nonmathematical description for defining the side constraints for
a feasible route represented by a solution as follows.
x °i = 1

(2 -8 5 )

Y XR =1

(2 -8 6 )

Y

jeNuM

jeJVuM
Y

jeNuM

Xii -

Y

*3i = 0, Vi € W U M

(2.87)

jeNuM

XijiTi + tij — T j) < 0 , V(i,j) € A

(2.88)

a, < Ti < k, Vi e N U M

(2.89)

Capacity constraint on bus

(2.90)

Distance constraint for each student,

(2-91)

where binary variable x ^ = 1 if the bus traverses arc

Constraints (2.85)

and (2.86) impose th at each bus must start from point o and end at point
d respectively. Constraints (2.87) ensure that the indegree is equal to the
outdegree at point i. Constraint (2.88) imposes that the time of arrival at
point j is not less than the time of arrival at point i plus travel time from i to
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j if bus traverses arc (i, j)- Constraints (2.89) are time window constraints at
each point i.
Li and Fu [169] also gave a multi-objective programming formulation for
the SBRSP. Li and Fu assumed that the number and locations of bus stops
are given in advance, each bus stop is assigned with a particular number of
students and the buses are heterogenous. Li and Fu gave the formulation (LFSBRSP)* for the SBRSP, which is applicable to SP4 and SP5 to satisfy A2,
A3 and A4 using all K heterogenous buses.
LF-SBRSP*: Li and Fu SBRSP
K

n

i

n-hl

i

min ( B E E tjjXjjk{'y ] Zik) + L zik(^2 zik))),
fc=l 1=1 j = 1
1=1
1=1
K
n n+1
(2.92)

U C C E tijX ijk + L z ik w

z=1 j=1

k= l

n
(2.93)

V/C = 1,...,RT
2•_
=11
K

^ ] Vik

fit

Vi

1, . . . , 71

(2.94)

= °> VZ = l,...,7i;fc = 1 , . . . , #

(2.95)

1) Vfc = 1, . . . , K

(2.96)

k= 1

n

n+1

i=i

j =i

n

n

^ ] ^(n+l)/: = ^ ^*^0jk =
i= 1
n+1

j —1

^ ] %ijk ^
i= lX
J“
Vik

~

Xijk €
Zik G

Ziki Vi

fiZik: Vi

lj • • • :

^

1, . . . , 71, k

n\

*i A

1,. . . , A"

{0,1}, Vi, j = 1 , . . . , 7i; k
{0,1}, Vi = 1, . . . ,

1i

k

=

=

1 ,. . . , A

1, . . . , A

(2.97)
(2.98)
(2.99)
(2.100)

*Li and Fu’s formulation [169] generates a subtour because this formulation does not
include subtour elimination constraints.
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Vik>

o, Vz = 1, . . . , n; fc = 1, . . . , AT,

(2.101)

where K is the number of buses available, Ck is the capacity of bus k, n is the
number of bus stops, M is the number of students, ty is the travel time from
bus stop i to bus stop j , /* is the number of students at bus stop i, L is the
average pick up time at each bus stop, 0 and n + 1 denote the school. Binary
variable rCyt = 1 if bus k travels from bus stop i to bus stop j , binary variable
Zik = 1 if bus k picks up students at bus stop i and binary variable yik is the
number of students picked up by bus k at bus stop i. The objective function
(2.92) minimizes the total travel time of students at all pick up points and
the total bus travel time. Constraints (2.93) are the bus capacity constraints.
Constraints (2.94) require that students at bus stop i must be picked up by
some buses. Constraints (2.95) guarantee that a bus visiting a bus stop also
leaves it. Constraints (2.96) ensure that all buses visit the school. Constraints
(2.97) ensure that if a bus picks up students at a bus stop, it must visit this
bus stop. Constraints (2.98) ensure that bus k only picks up students at bus
stop i that have been asigned to bus k.

2.3.2

H euristic M eth o d s

Newton and Thomas [183] proposed a heuristic method which constructed
an initial traveling salesman tour partitioned into routes, where each route is
covered by one bus, in order to find a feasible solution that minimized both
the number of routes required and the total travel time of buses. After that,
Newton and Thomas [184] considered bus routing in a multi-school system.
Angel, Caudle, Noonan and Whinston [6] presented a heuristic method
which grouped bus stops by a cluster procedure and either routed each cluster
or merged clusters to find a feasible solution that minimized the number of
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routes required and the total travel time of buses.
Bennett and Gazis [21] proposed a heuristic method that modified the sav
ings algorithm of Clarke and Wright [58] to find a feasible solution that mini
mized the total travel time of buses and students.
Bodin and Berman [26] presented a heuristic method with two procedures
for the SBRSP. The first procedure used the 3-opt exchange procedure of Lin
[171] to generate an initial traveling salesman tour through all the bus stops for
each school district. The second procedure partitioned the tour into feasible
routes satisfying bus capacity and travel time constraints of students by using
a look-ahead feature and bus stop splitter subprocedures.
Dulac, Ferland and Forgues [87] proposed a heuristic method to find a
feasible solution that minimized the number of routes required and the total
travel distance of buses.
Desrosiers, Ferland, Rousseau, Lapalme, Chapleau [80] presented an algo
rithm to generate a set of routes, then formulated the scheduling problem as
an integer programming problem and solved by using a column generation
method.
Bowerman, Hall and Calamai [29] proposed a heuristic method with three
procedures. The first procedure is to find P covering sets of bus stops for each
route so that every student in a cluster is assigned to a bus stop inside his/her
walking radius. The second procedure is to find a tour on each set of bus stops
obtained by the first procedure. The third procedure is to perform the bus
stop insertion heuristic from a solution obtained in the second procedure.
Braca, Bramel, Posner and Simchi-Levi [30] implemented a randomized
version of the Location Based Heuristic (LBH) for the SBRSP, where the
LBH for the CVRP was proposed by Bramel and Simchi-Levi [31].
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Li and Fu [169] proposed a heuristic method with five procedures. The
purpose of the first procedure is to find an optimal solution to the problem:
K = min

q

(2.102)

9

(2.103)
The purpose of the second procedure is to find an initial solution for the SBRSP
by using the farthest insertion strategy and Lawler [165] shortest path. The
purpose of the third procedure is to improve the initial solution by assign
ing some students from longer-distance buses to shorter-distance buses. The
purpose of the fourth procedure is to adjust the solution from the previous
step. The purpose of the fifth procedure is to solve the appropriate assign
ment problem which minimizes bus vacant-travel time for those buses with the
same capacity by using the Hungarian algorithm.
Corberan, Fernandez, Laguna and Marti [62] developed a heuristic method
for the SBRSP with multiple objectives (the number of buses used and the
maximum travel time of students) in a rural environment. This heuristic is
based on constructing, improving and then combining solutions within the
framework of the scatter search. Corberan, Fernandez, Laguna and Marti
considered each objective separately and searched for a set of efficient solutions
instead of a single optimum.
Since SBRSP is ■A/’P-hard, SBRSP and a popular method that converts
the SBRSP into TSP or VRP. No exact method for the SBRSP has yet been
developed. The purpose of this thesis is to focus on this topic.
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C hapter 3
Form ulations o f th e SB R SP
This chapter is concerned with the development of formulations for the school
bus routing and scheduling problem (SBRSP) discussed in Section 2.3. New
formulations are proposed for the Homogeneous SBRSP (Ho-SBRSP) and the
Heterogeneous SBRSP (He-SBRSP). In the Ho-SBRSP all of the buses are
identical and in the He-SBRSP a variety of buses are involved. These new
formulations involve nonlinear constraints which are transformed to linear
constraints using linearization techniques or by adding more variables and
constraints. The relationships among and between the linear relaxations of
the formulations are given.
In this chapter, we replace assumption A2 in Section 2.3 with the assump
tion
A 2 ’: Each route begins at the garage and arrives at the school.
(In fact, our formulations can be modified to fit the original assumption A2.)
Thus, our formulations will provide the morning route that brings students
to the school. The afternoon route can be obtained by in the changing the
school and garage. If all roads are two way, then the morning routes could
be reversed to get the afternoon routes. The objective functions that we will
consider are composites of the following:
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O l: Minimize the total travel distance of the buses.
0 1 ’: Minimize the maximum travel distance of the buses.
0 2 : Minimize the total travel time of the buses.
0 2 ’: Minimize the maximum travel time of the buses.
0 3 : Minimize the total travel time of all students taking school buses.
0 3 ’: Minimize the maximum travel time of any student taking a school bus.
0 4 : Minimize the total walking distance of all students.
0 4 ’: Minimize the maximum walking distance of any student;
0 5 : Minimize the total cost of buses including fixed costs and variable costs.
0 6 : Minimize the number of bus stops.
We develop the formulations for the homogeneous SBRSP (Ho-SBRSP) in
Section 3.1. The formulations consist of bus flow formulations (Subsection
3.1.1), single commodity flow formulations (Subsection 3.1.2), two-commodity
flow formulations (Subsection 3.1.3) and multi-commodity flow formulations
(Subsection 3.1.4).
In Section 3.2, we present the formulations for the heterogeneous SBRSP
(He-SBRSP). As in the homogeneous case, the formulations consist of bus flow
formulations (Subsection 3.2.1), single commodity flow formulations (Subsec
tion 3.2.2), two-commodity flow formulations (Subsection 3.2.3) and multi
commodity flow formulations (Subsection 3.2.4). In addition, two time win
dow formulations axe presented in Section 3.2.5. Section 3.3 illustrates the
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new linearization techniques we developed. In Section 3.4 the relationships
among and between the LP-relaxations of the formulations are provided.
The following notation will be used throughout this thesis. The available
buses are indexed by the set K . The capacity of bus k is Ck. The fixed cost of
using bus k is ck and the variable cost of bus k is ck per unit distance travelled,
f denotes the minimum load rate for each bus, i.e., each bus must be lOOf%
full. The travel distance of a bus along arc (j, I) is dji, and the travel time
of bus along that arc is tji time units and it includes the time spent picking
up students at the node I when the node I is a stop, (see Figure 3.1). The
maximum time allowed for a bus to reach the school from the garage is T time
units. The set of potential bus stops is indexed by the set J. We place lower

Figure 3.1: Travel time between two potential bus stops for the SBRSP.
(aj)

and upper

(b j)

limits on the number of students at each potential bus stop

j that is selected for use. For our formulations with the restriction that each
stop is serviced by a single bus, we must have that bj < C k. For the objective
0 6 we need a penalty, pj, for each potential stop j. In applications, the value of
the penalty will depend upon the relative desirability of the potential bus stops.
We use I to index the set of students eligible to be bused to school. There
are S such students. School board policy often enforces a maximum allowable
walking distance for each student which differs depending on their grade level.
Consequently, there is a subset J; of J indexing the eligible potential bus
stops for student i. Let W = {(i,j) : i € I , j €

denote all eligible
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student-bus stop assignments. For (i,j) € W, dij is the walking distance of
student i to stop j. We use the index s to denote the school and g to denote
the garage. For one-way streets {Lj), tji and dji are set to oo. Therefore,
without loss of generality, the school bus routing and scheduling problem can
be defined on a simple, directed network graph (N. £, C, D). The set of nodes
N = J U {5} U {s}. We think of the garage as the source and the school as the
sink. The set of arcs, £, is the union of all arcs between two different potential
bus stops, all arcs from g to potential bus stops and all arcs from potential bus
stops to

s.

The distance (cost) matrix is C = [c,;], where

Cji

is the distance

(cost) of moving from node j to node I. The matrix D = [dy], where dij is the
walking distance of student i to potential bus stop j. We expect D to be sparse
as there are a limited number of eligible stops for each student. We assume
that the graph has no loops and that there is no arc between the garage and
the school.
Where the meaning is clear, we will simplify the indices on summations.
For example,
J 2 xv =
i

3.1

J2

x y and

iel:

2 ,-j

I

(«)e»v

=

zi 1'
l'W ) € £

H om ogeneous S B R S P (H o-SB R SP )

In this section, we present new formulations for the Ho-SBRSP. We assume
that the K available buses are homogenous i.e., Ck = C, c* = c and ck = c for
all k E K.
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The following binary variable will be used.

{0,1,

If student i is assigned to bus stop j
. ,
Otherwise
’

{0,1,

If potential bus stop j is selected .,
T
Otherwise
’
6 J

{0,1,

If arc (j, I) is selected and traversed by a bus ,,,
Otherwise
’

.

.
^

,

_
(3’2)

£ £'
(3.3)

We consider the following objective function components, all of which are
to be minimized.
fx = ^

tjiZji,

(total travel time of buses)

f x = ^ 2 djiZji, (total travel distance of buses)

(3.4)
(3.5)

W) e £

f x = ^ 2 dijx ij • (total walking distance of students)
(ij)ew

(3.6)

f x = 222 ^z3l + ^ 2 cdjiZji,
*
U,i)es

(3.7)

fj = J > y ,,

(total cost of buses)

(weighted sum of selected bus stops).

(3.8)

From these components we consider either the multi-objective function
(3.9)
or the weighted objective function
f = Qifr + Q2fx + f t / r + Qtfj >
where qi,q2,q3 ,q4 > 0.
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(3.10)

3.1.1

B u s F low Form ulations

We present four two-index bus flow formulations for Ho-SBRSP constraint sets.
The first formulation has DFJ-TSP-like capacity constraints and the number of
constraints is exponential. The second formulation is a modification of the first
where the number of constraints is polynomial rather than exponential. The
third formulation has MTZ-TSP-like subtour elimination constraints. Unlike
the first three, the fourth formulation is based on an undirected graph.
The first formulation is as follows.
BFF1: Bus Flow Formulation 1
min f
s.t. Oj yj ^ ^ ) Xjj ^ bj yj, Vj € J

(3.11)

i

T,

= 1, Vi e I

(3-12)

j

" £ ,!& < K ,

(3.13)

j

5 3 Z is = 5 3
I
I
5 3 zil ~
I

I

(3T4)
zv = °’ V-? e J

(3-15)

5 3 Zji = Vj, V j € J
i
Xij € {0,1}, V(z, j) € W

(3.17)

yj 6 {0, 1}, Wj € J

(3.18)

* * € {0 ,1 }, V(j',Z) e £

(3.19)

5 3 z* ^ r (S )’ V5 C J, 5 # 0,
jes,ies

(3.20)

(3.16)

where S = N \ S. The minimum number of buses needed to transport all
students at all bus stops in S is r (5). Avalue for r(S), which will be needed
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in the implementations, can be found by considering the buses as bins being
packed with students, so that r(S) can be replaced with the trivial Bin Packing
Problem (BPP) lower bound
d(S)
C

(3.21)

where d(S) = Yljes

x ij

number of students in the set S. Constraints

(3.11) enforce the capacity restrictions at the potential bus stops. Constraints
(3.12) ensure that each student must be assigned to exactly one bus stop.
Constraint (3.13) requires that at most K buses start from the garage. Con
straint (3.14) states that the number of buses starting from the garage equals
the number of buses arriving at the school. Constraints (3.15) guarantee that
the number of selected arcs entering a selected bus stop equals the number of
selected arcs leaving the stop. Constraints (3.16) guarantee that at most one
bus leaves each selected bus stop. The capacity-cut constraints (3.20) are for
subtour elimination and to ensure that the bus capacity restrictions as well as
the requirement that at least r (S ) buses leave each potential bus stop set S
are satisfied. Constraints (3.17)-(3.19) are the binary variable restrictions.
This formulation has O d -^ l2 + |W|) binary variables and 0 ( 2 ^ ' + |/|)
constraints.
For convenience and ease of presentation we define
T>i = {(x,y, z) | (3.11)-(3.19) are satisfied}.

(3.22)

Constraints (3.20) can be replaced by the generalized subtour elimination con
straints
Y

H ^ l5 l - r (5 )> V5 C J, 5 ^ 0

je s ,ie s
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(3.23)

which impose that at most |S| —r(S) acrs in each potential bus stop set S axe
selected.
Due to the fact that the formulation (BFFl) has an exponential number
of constraints in the set of constraints (3.20) we propose another bus flow
formulation for the Ho-SBRSP.
Suppose we introduce additional non-negative, continuous variables as fol
lows.
(3.24)

Qi > 0, V ( j , 0 € S.
Thus the second two-index bus flow formulation is as follows.
B FF2: B us Flow F o rm ulation 2
min f

(3.25)
0 < Q i < C Zjl, V(j, I) e £

(3.26)
(3.27)

(x,y, z) £ Vi .
Constraints (3.25) ensure flow conservation at each potential bus stop. Con
straints (3.26) enforce that the bus capacity restrictions are satisfied. Constraints (3.25) and (3.26) guarantee subtour elimination and that the bus ca
pacity restrictions are satisfied. Constraints (3.27) require that each bus is
empty when it leaves the garage.
This formulation has 0 ( l- ^ |2) continuous variables, CXI-^12 + |W|) binary
variables and 0 (1^ 12 + U\) constraints.
We also generalize the TSP formulation given by Miller, Tucker and Zemlin
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(178] using the non-negative, continuous variable

Wj

as follows.

Wj =maximum number of students on the bus
after visiting bus stop j, \fj G J.

(3.28)

Thus the third MTZ-TSP-like formulation is as follows.
G M TZ: G eneralized M iller, Tucker and Zem lin T S P F orm ulation
min f
s.t. Wj -W i + Czji < C - ^ 2 x i i , V?, I G J, (j, I) € £

(3.29)
(3.30)

(x,y, z) e Vi .
Constraints (3.29) require that the difference in the number of students on the
bus between stop I and j is not less than the number of students assigned at
bus stop I if the bus goes from j to I. Constraints (3.30) ensure the capacity of
buses is not exceeded. Constraints (3.29)-(3.30) guarantee subtour elimination
and that the bus capacity restrictions axe satisfied.
The formulation includes 0(1^1) continuous variables, O d-^T + |W|) bi
nary variables and O d-^12 + l-d) constraints.
For the symmetric Ho-SBRSP (undirected graph), we propose the two-index
bus flow formulation as follows.
SB FF1: S y m m etric B us Flow F orm ulation 1
min f
s.t. (3.11), (3.12)(3.17), and (3.18)
(3.31)
ees(s)
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(3.32)
5

5

e£< (s)

eS (p)

(3.33)

2 2 Ze = 2yj, V j e J
eeS(J)

2 2

Ze >

2 r (S), V S C J , S ^ 0

(3.34)

5

e£< (S)

2

e G {0, l} , Ve G £

(3.35)

where 5{S) = {e G £ : e = (j,l) such that j G 5 or I G 5}. Especially
when 5 = {j} it denotes 5(j). Constraint (3.31) requires that at most K
buses start from the garage.

Constraint (3.32) states that the number of

buses starting from the garage equals the number of buses arriving at the
school. Constraints (3.33) enforce that at most one bus leaves each selected
bus stop. The capacity-cut constraints (3.34) guarantee subtour elimination
and the bus capacity restrictions, which ensure that at least r(S) buses leave
each potential bus stop set S, are satisfied. Constraints (3.35) are the binary
variable restrictions.
This formulation has 0 ( |£ | + |W|) binary variables and Q ( 2 ^ + |/|) constraints.
Constraints (3.34) can be replaced by the generalized subtour elimination
constraints
(3.36)
eeE(S)

where E(S) = {e G £ : e = (j‘, I) such that j, I G S'}, which impose that at
most |S| —r(S) edges are selected in each potential bus stop set S.
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3.1 .2

S ingle C om m od ity Form ulations

We now present two-index single commodity formulations for the Ho-SBRSP
based on the assumption that each student needs one unit of a commodity.
We generalize the TSP formulation given by Gavish and Graves [108] to the
single commodity flow formulation for the He-SBRSP.
Consider the non-negative, continuous commodity flow variables:
& > 0 V(Z, i )e5.

(3.37)

The two-index single commodity flow formulation is
S C F l: Single C om m odity Flow Form ulation 1
min f
s.t.

Vj € J
l

l

(3.38)

i

0 < f„, < C zJl:Vfj\ l ) e £

(3.39)

E & .-S
I
(x,y, z) e £>i-

(3.40)

Constraints (3.38)-(3.40) ensure that the set of selected buses contain S units
of the commodity. When one of these selected buses arrives at bus stop j, it
delivers JT Xij units of the commodity. This guarantees subtour elimination
and that the bus capacity restrictions are satisfied.
This formulation includes 0 ( |N |2) continuous variables, OG-^I2 + |W|)
binary variables and O d-^l2 + l-G) constraints.
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3.1.3

T w o -C o m m o d ity Form ulations

As shown in Section 2.1, the LP-relaxations of multi-commodity flow formula
tions for the TSP have a tighter lower bound than those of flow formulations
and single commodity flow formulations for the TSP. Therefore, in this subsec
tion we propose a two-commodity flow formulation for the Ho-SBRSP. Multi
commodity flow formulations for the Ho-SBRSP are presented in Subsection
3.1.4.
Suppose we introduce non-negative, continuous commodity flow variables
as follows.
&

> o v(j, l) e £

(3.41)

o v{j,i)e£.

(3.42)

mj >

We generalize the VRP formulation given by Baldacci, Hadjiconstantinou
and Mingozzi [14] to the two-index two-commodity flow formulation for the
Ho-SBRSP as follows.
TC F1: T w o-C om m odity Flow F orm ulation 1
min f
(3.43)
(3.44)
(3.45)
(3.46)
(3.47)
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£ji + vij = Czji, \f(j, I) e £

(3.48)

0 < $ 1, 7113, V( i , Z) €£

(3.49)

(x, y, z) E Vi.
Constraints (3.43)-(3.48) and the non-negative constraints (3.49) define a fea
sible flow pattern from the source nodes g and s to the sink nodes in the node
set N. This guarantees subtour elimination and that the bus capacity restric
tions are satisfied. The outflow at source node g (Constraints (3.45)) is equal
to the total number of students, while the outflow at source s (Constraints
(3.47)) corresponds to the total capacity of the bus fleet. Constraints (3.43)
and (3.44) state that the inflow minus the outflow at each bus stop j € J is
equal to

Xij for two flows respectively. The inflow at node g (Constraints

(3.46)) corresponds to the residual capacity of the bus fleet. Constraints (3.48)
define the arcs of a feasible solution.
This formulation has 0 (|A r|2) continuous variables, 0(|1V |2 + |W|) binary
variables and O d -^ l2 + \I\) constraints.

3 .1 .4

M u lti-C o m m o d ity F orm ulations

We propose three three-index multi-commodity formulations for the Ho-SBRSP
based on the assumption that each student assigned at bus stop m needs or
sends one unit of m -th commodity. The first formulation has Claus-TSPlike constraints. The second formulation has Wong-TSP-like constraints. The
third formulation has Langevin-TSP-like constraints.
Consider non-negative, continuous commodity flow variables:
> 0 V(j, I) e £ , V m e J.

(3.50)
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We generalize the TSP multi-commodity formulation given by Claus [59] to the
three-index multi-commodity flow formulation for the Ho-SBRSP as follows.
GC-MCF1: Generalized Claus M ulti-Com m odity Flow Formulation
1
min f
(3.51)
(3.52)
(3.53)
(3.54)
I

i

53 - 53&=°’Vm€

e

^m

(3.55)
(3.56)
(3.57)

0 < $ ? , Vme
(x,y, z)£T>i.
Multi-commodity constraints (3.51)-(3.57) ensure that

units of m-th

commodity travel from the garage (source) to bus stop m (sink). Constraints
(3.51)-(3.55) guarantee subtour elimination and Constraints (3.56) ensure that
the bus capacity restrictions are satisfied.
This formulation has 0 ( |N |3) continuous variables, 0(|AG2 + |W|) binary
variables and 0 (|iV |3 + 1^1) constraints.
Suppose we introduce additional non-negative, continuous commodity flow
variables as follows.
(3.58)

6]i> 0 V(j, I) e £ , V m e J.
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We generalize the TSP multi-commodity formulation given by Wong [238]
to the three-index multi-commodity flow formulation for the Ho-SBRSP as
follows.
GW-MCF1: Generalized W ong M ulti-Commodity Flow Formula
tion 1
min f
s i- E

5 = E

l

= £

i

f t * Vm 6 J

I

<3-59)

J 2 s = ° = T , e?i’ V m s J
i
i

<3-6°)

=
I

£

(3.61)
I

c

= £**» = £ c ,

I

i

VmeJ

£ « ? - E s ? = 0 = E " ? - E

i

i

(3.62)

I

i

i

^

Vm e ^

€

* m

(3.63)
Vf a' , i )€f

(3.64)

m6J

5 3 S’?
V0,()€f
mtzJ
o<
8$, Vm € J, V(j, 1) G 5

(3.65)
(3.66)

(x,y,z) e X?iMulti-commodity constraints (3.59)-(3.66) ensure that JE xirn units of m-th
commodity travel from the garage (source) to bus stop m (sink), while
units of m-th commodity travel from bus stop m (source) to the school (sink).
Constraints (3.59)-(3.63) guarantee subtour elimination. Constraints (3.64)(3.65) ensure that the bus capacity restrictions are satisfied.
This formulation has 0 ( |N |3) continuous variables, 0 (|iV |2 + |W|) binary
variables and OG-^13 + l-G) constraints.
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Moreover, the TSP formulation given by Langevin [156] is extended to the
Ho-SBRSP as follows.
G L a-M C F l: G eneralized L angevin M ulti-C om m odity Flow Form u
latio n 1
min f
s.t. (3.59) —(3.63) and (3.66)
(3.67)
{x,y,z) e T>i.
Constraints (3.67) ensure that the bus capacity restrictions are satisfied.
This formulation has 0 ( l ^ | 3) continuous variables, 0 ( |N |2 + |W|) binary
variables and 0 ( |N |3 + 1-^1) constraints.
Notice that for the single commodity and multi-commodity flow formula
tions we can consider only one unit of a commodity at each potential bus stop
as in TSP’s formulations.

3.2

H eterogeneous S B R SP (H e-SB R SP)

In this section, we propose formulations for the He-SBRSP. Since the buses
have different capacities, this problem is more complex.
The binary variables Xij and yj remain as in the previous section. However,
the 2 variable has to be modified as follows. V7c € K.y{j, I) € £,
k

f 1.

If arc (j , I) is selected and traversed by bus k
Otherwise
'

^

As in Section 3.1, the objective function f for the He-SBRSP formulations
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will be a composite of the following, all of which are to be minimized.
fx = ^ 2 ^ 2
k&K

(total travel time of buses)

(3.69)

Jm = max 2 2 tjizjh
k€.K
W)e£

(maximum travel time of buses)

(3.70)

f? = £ £
keK

(total travel distance of buses)

(3-71)

Jm = max "22 djizjh (maximum travel distance of buses)
6 W)es
dijXij, (total walking distance of students)
= max dijX^, (maximum walking distance of students)
(ij)ew
f x = ^22
keK

5 Z z9 l +
i
(j,i)e£

fj =

(total cost of buses)

(weighted sum of selected bus stops).

(3.72)
(3.73)
(3.74)
(3.75)
(3.76)

jeJ

3.2.1

B u s F low F orm ulations

In this subsection we present three-index bus flow formulations for He-SBRSP.
The first formulation is as follows.
H e -B F F l: H etero g en eous B us Flow F orm ulation 1
min f
s.t. ajyj < ]

<

bjUj. Vj € J

(3.77)

i
Y 2 Xii = 1. V i G J

(3.78)

3

£ > £ < 1 , V fc e tf
i

(3.79)

£ 4 = £ 4 ,
z
z

(3-8°)

J 2 4 - J 2 4 = °>v* e K w e j

(3.8i)
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S E 4)=%
■> e

(3.82)

Xij e{0,ih V ( * , i ) e w

(3.83)

{0,i}, Vj g J

(3.84)

3

k<=K

Vj g

I

4 €{0,1}, Vfc€iT,V(i,Z)G£
DE x‘>E *$)<£*£**)•vk € K
E 4 > v s c J . y h € s y k Gk .
j€ J

i

je s ,ie s

I

(3.85)
(3.86)

I

(3.87)

i

Constraints (3.77) enforce the capacity restrictions at each potential bus stop.
Constraints (3.78) ensure that each student must be assigned to exactly one
bus stop. Constraints (3.79) require that at most K buses start from the
garage. Constraints (3.80) state that the number of buses starting from the
garage equals the number of buses arriving at the school. Constraints (3.81)
guarantee that the number of selected arcs entering a selected bus stop equals
the number of selected arcs leaving that stop. Constraints (3.82) guarantee
that at most one bus leaves each selected bus stop. Constraints (3.86) ensure
that the bus capacity restrictions are satisfied. Constraints (3.87) state that
bus k must leave the bus stop set S if it enters any bus stop of S. This guar
antees subtom: elimination. Constraints (3.83)-(3.85) are the binary variable
restrictions.
This formulation has 0(I-K"I|A'12+|W |) binary variables and 0 ( l- ^ |2 ^ '+ |/|)
constraints.
For convenience, we define
T>2 = {(x , y , z ) j (3.77)-(3.85) are satisfied}

(3.88)

= {(x, y, z) | (3.77)-(3.86) are satisfied}

(3.89)

Because the formulation (He-BFFl) has an exponential number of con70
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straints in the set of constraints (3.87) we propose another bus flow formulation
for the He-SBRSP.
Suppose we introduce non-negative, continuous variables as follows. V/c e
K, V (j,l)e£ ,
Wj[ = number of students in bus k travelingon arc (j, I).
Our proposed the

(3.90)

three-index bus flow formulationwith nonlinear constraints

is:
He-BFF2: Heterogeneous Bus Flow Formulation 2
min f
s.t.

H Xii J
I

0 < tuj,

I

i

2

v/c € K >v ? e J

(3-91)

I

< Ck zj), Vfc € K,V(j, I) e £

=
VkeK
i
(x , y, z) € V 2.

(3.92)
(3.93)

Constraints (3.91) ensure flow conservation at each potential bus stop. Con
straints (3.91) guarantee subtour elimination. Constraints (3.92) enforce the
bus capacity restrictions. Constraints (3.93) require that each bus leaves the
garage empty.
This formulation has Od-^II-^T) continuous variables, O d-^ll-^l2 + |W|)
binary variables and O d-^ll-^l2 + 1^1) constraints.
Due to the fact that the formulation (He-BFF2) has nonhnear constraints
(see 3.91) we propose another bus flow formulation for the He-SBRSP byadding variables and constraints.
Suppose we introduce additional non-negative, continuous variables as fol-
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lows. V/c G K,Vj 6 J,
Uj = number of students at bus stop j picked up by bus k.

(3.94)

Thus we propose a three-index bus flow formulation without nonlinear con
straints as follows.
H e-B FF3: H eterogeneous B us Flow Form ulation 3
min f
s.t. 5 2 “? = 52 ^
k<=K
i

e

(3-95)

J

5 2 4 - 5 2 wi =
4 e K -v ? e J
i
i
0 < 4 < C k z%, Vk € K , V(j, I) £ £

(3.97)

u ) > 0 , Vf cG^Vy G J

(3.98)

(3-96)

5 ^ 4 = 0, V/c G i f
i
(x,y,z) G T>2Constraints (3.95) enforce that students at a bus stop are picked up at least
by one bus. Constraints (3.96) ensure flow conservation at each potential bus
stop. Constraints (3.96) guarantee subtour elimination. Constraints (3.97)
ensure the bus capacity restrictions. Constraints (3.98) are the non-negative,
continuous variable restrictions.
This formulation has O d-^ll-^l2) continuous variables, 0(1^1 l-^r|2 + |kV|)
binary variables and O d-^ll-^l2 + l-^l) constraints.
For convenience, we define
V 4 = {(u,x,y,z) | (x.y, z) G Vo, uk satisfy constraints
(3.95) and (3.98)}.
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(3.99)

Notice that the formulation (He-BFF3) becomes weaker by eliminating vari
able Uj as follows.
He-BFF4: Heterogeneous Bus Flow Formulation 4
min f
Smt 5 Z E
keK

0<

~ 5Z

l

l

= H x v> Vk 6 K , V-? G 3

(3.100)

i

< Ck z)t, Vfc e K , V(j, I) E £

(3.101)

5 ^ 5 = 0, V k E K
i
{.x , y , z ) E V 2.
This formulation has O d-^ll-^l2) continuous variables, 00-^1 l-^l2 + |kV|) bi
nary variables and O d ^ ll-^ l2 + 1^1) constraints.
We also generalize the TSP formulation given by Miller, Tucker and Zemlin
[178] using the non-negative, continuous variables,
a k = maximum number of students on bus k leaving stop j ,

(3.102)

Vfc E K , Vj E J. Thus, we obtain the three-index bus flow formulation.
He-GMTZ: Heterogeneous, Generalized M iller, Tucker and Zemlin
TSP Formulation
min f
s.t. a j - ak + Ckz jkt < C k - w?, V?, I E J, {j, I) E £, Vk E K
u] < a k < Ckyj, Vj E J.yk E K

(3.103)
(3.104)

(■u , x , y , z ) e V A.
If bus k goes from stop j to stop Z, Constraints (3.103) ensures that the dif
ference in the maximum number of students on bus k at stops Zand j is not
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less than the number of students assigned to bus stop I. Constraints (3.103)
guarantee subtour elimination. Constraints (3.104) ensure that the number of
students in bus k leaving bus stop j is not less than the number of students
at stop j and not more than the capacity of bus k.
This formulation has O(l-^ll-^l) continuous variables, 0 (l-^ ll-^ |2 + |W|)
binary variables and OG^II-WP + l-G) constraints.
Notice that students at a selected bus stop are picked up by only one se
lected bus in the formulations (He-BFFl)-(He-BFF4) and (He-GMTZ). We
can change this restriction so that students at a selected bus stop can be
picked up by several selected buses. In fact, we can replace constraints (3.82)
in both formulation (He-BFF3) and (He-GMTZ) with
E E 4 ^ W - VjeJ.
fceic i

(3.105)

Thus we could obtain two more formulations (He-BFF3’) and (He-GMTZ’).
Moreover, we can consider the minimum load rate of buses and the maxi
mum time allowed for a bus to reach the school from the garage as additional
constraints in the formulations (He-BFFl)-(He-BFF4) and (He-GMTZ). The
latter is
^

v/c € K -

(3 -1 0 6 )

W)€S
The former is that
* & ( £ z kgl)
l

<E E E 4)vi:e*
j €J

i

I

P-107)

is added to the formulations (He-BFFl)-(He-BFF2) and (He-BFF4), while

«?‘(E4) <E
i

j eJ

“*>vk

€

p-10S)

K

is added to the formulations (He-BFF3) and (He-GMTZ).
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3.2 .2

Single C o m m o d ity Form ulations

We now present three-index single commodity formulations for the He-SBRSP
based on the assumption that each student needs one unit of a commodity.
We generalize the TSP formulation given by Gavish and Graves {108] to the
single commodity flow formulation for the He-SBRSP.
Consider the non-negative, continuous commodity flow variables
^ > 0 Vfc € K, Vj € J, (I, j) E £.

(3.109)

The three-index single commodity flow formulation with nonlinear con
straints is
H e-S C F l: H etero g en eous Single C om m odity Flow F orm ulation 1
min f

s.t. £ « « - £
i
i

4 = £

i

x<i £

i

4 ’ vk € K -w e 3

(3-n °)

4 = £ ( £
£ 4 h *k * K
i
jeJ i
i
0 < $ < C k z% Vk 6 K, V(j, I) e £
£

<3-m )
(3.112)

{x,y,z) E V 2.
Constraints (3.110)-(3.112) ensure that bus k has

%ij

zji) units

of a commodity. When it arrives at each selected bus stop j, it delivers
S i x ij S z zji units of the commodity. These constraints guarantee subtour
elimination and that the bus capacity restrictions are satisfied.
This formulation has O d ^ ll^ G 2) continuous variables, OG-^ll-^l2 + |VV|)
binary variables and Od-^GI-^G2 + l-G) constraints.
Due to the fact th at the formulation (He-SCFl) has nonlinear constraints
in the set of constraints (3.110) and (3.111) we propose another bus flow
formulation by adding variables and constraints to remove the nonlinearity.
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He-SCF2: Heterogeneous Single Com modity Flow Formulation 2
min f
s -{- E $ - E $ = 4 v* e
i

e J

(3-113)

i

E

i

^

E

j &J

”*- * k € K

p - 114)

o < $ < Ckzkh Vfc € K, V(i, I) e 5

(3.115)

(u,x,y,z) £ V 4.
Constraints (3.113)-(3.115) ensure that bus

k

has

Y l j e j uj

units of a commod

ity. When it arrives at each selected bus stop j, it deliveries uk units of the
commodity. These constraints guarantee subtour ehmination and th at the bus
capacity restrictions are satisfied.
This formulation has O d-^ll-^l2) continuous variables, Od-^11-^12 + |W|)
binary variables and O d-^ll-^l2 + l-H) constraints.
Notice that the formulation (He-SCF2) becomes weaker by eliminating vari
ables uk as follows.
He-SCF3: Heterogeneous Single Com modity Flow Formulation 3
min f
E < E $ - E $
keK

l

= E 3* - w € K ’* j s J

l

<3'u 6 >

i

= £ 'i k e K

(3-117)

0 < $ < c k zk:t, Vk e K, V(i, l) e £

(3.118)

keK

I

(.x , y , z ) G v 2.
Constraints (3.116)-(3.118) ensure that the amount needed by students at bus
stop j must be delivered by some bus. These constraints guarantee subtour
ehmination and that the bus capacity restrictions are satisfied.
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Tins formulation has O d-^ll-^l2) continuous variables, OG-^Il-^l2 + |W|)
binary variables and 00-^11 N p + I-H) constraints.
Notice that students at a selected bus stop are picked up by only one selected
bus in the formulations (He-SCFl)-(He-SCF3). We can change this restriction
so that students at a selected bus stop can be picked up by several selected
buses. In fact, we can replace constraints (3.82) in the formulation (He-SCF2)
with constraints (3.105). Thus we obtain a new formulation (He-SCF2’).
Similarly in Subsection 3.2.1, we can add constraints of the minimum load
rate ((3.107) or (3.108)) of buses and the maximum travel time (3.106) in these
single commodity formulations.
Based on formulations proposed in Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2, we
can extend these formulations with two-commodity and multi-commodity flow
framework. In next two sections we propose two-commodity and multi-com
modity flow formulations which extend the formulation (He-BFF3) and (HeSCF2). The formulations, which extend other formulations in Section 3.2.1
and Section 3.2.2, are given in the appendix.

3.2 .3

T w o-C om m od ity F low Form ulations

In the subsection, we propose three-index two-commodity flow formulations
for the He-SBRSP that are based on the three-index bus flow formulation
(He-BFF3) in Subsection 3.2.1.
We introduce the non-negative, continuous commodity flow variables
(3.119)
(3.120)
We consider two-commodity flow formulations based on the assumption
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that each student needs one unit of the first commodity and sends one unit
of the second commodity. Thus we generalize the TSP formulation given by
Finke, Claus and Gunn ({95]) to the two-commodity flow formulation for the
He-SBRSP as follows.
H e -T C F l: H eterogeneous T w o-C om m odity Flow F orm ulation 1
min f
(3.121)
i

i

£&=<>=£<$,
£ 4 -£ 4 = “‘. yj<^,
£ 4 -£ 4 = 4 vj€j
£(4 +«J.)=£<. VjeJ
4 + e{ ,£ }, v( j, l )e s
o<& 0-1, V ( j , i ) e £
I

(3.122)

I

1

I

I

I

I

(3.123)
(3.124)
(3.125)

ji&J

4

0

4

(3.126)

jl€J

(3.127)

(u ,x,y ,z) 6 V 4.
Constraints (3.121)-(3.122) ensure that bus k leaves the garage with YljeJ uj
units of the first commodity and none of the second commodity, and arrives
the school with Yljej uj units of the second commodity and none of the first
commodity. In each bus stop j passed by bus k, Uj units of the first commodity
is left and

units of the second commodity is collected. Constraints (3.123)

and (3.124) define the flow conservation equations for each commodity. Con
straints (3.125) and (3.126) ensure th at there is exactly one arc supporting
a combined flow of Ylj1e J uji units out of each node. Constraints (3.121)(3.127) guarantee subtour elimination and that the bus capacity restrictions
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are satisfied.
This formulation has O d-^ll-^l2) continuous variables, OG-^II^I2 + |W|)
binary variables and Od-^II-^P + I^l) constraints.
We now introduce the non-negative, continuous flow variables
> 0 , V/c G K, V(j, I) G £,

(3.128)

Vij > 0, V/c G tf,V(i,Z) G £.

(3.129)

We generalize the VRP formulation given by Baldacci, Hadjiconstantinou
and Mingozzi ([14]) to the two-commodity flow formulation for the He-SBRSP
as follows.
H e-T C F 2: H etero g en eous T w o-C om m odity Flow F orm ulation 2
min f
(3.130)
I

I
(3.131)

I

I
(3.132)

£ $ = £ « * . VksK
i
jeJ

(3.133)
l

l

j<ZJ

£ < £ = £ ‘( £ 4 ) . £ K
I
I
& +4 =
vfce£V (j,l)e5

(3.134)

o < * & ,$ , VfcGtf, VC7,Z)Gf

(3.136)

(3.135)

(u ,x ,y, z) G V 4.
Constraints (3.130)-(3.135) and the non-negative constraints (3.136) define a
feasible flow pattern from the source nodes g and s to the sink nodes in N.
The k-th outflow at source node g (equation (3.132)) is equal to the number of
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students taking the k-th bus, while the k-th outflow at source s (Constraints
(3.134)) corresponds to the capacity of the k-th. bus. Constraints (3.130) and
(3.131) state that the k-th inflow minus the k-th outflow at each bus stop j € J
is equal to

for two-commodity flows respectively. The k-th inflow at node

g (Constraints (3.133)) corresponds to the residual capacity of the k-th bus.
Constraints (3.135) define the arcs of a feasible solution. Constraints (3.130)(3.136) guarantee subtour ehmination and that the bus capacity restrictions
axe satisfied.
This formulation has OG^II-^12) continuous variables, OG-^II-^I2 + |W|)
binary variables and OG-^II-^I2 + l-G) constraints.
Notice that students at a selected bus stop are only picked up by one se
lected bus in the formulations (He-TCFl) and (He-TCF2). We can change this
restriction so that students at a selected bus stop can be picked up by several
selected buses. In fact, we can replace constraints (3.82) in the formulations
(He-TCFl) and (He-TCF2) with constraints (3.105). Thus we obtain two new
formulations (He-TCFl’) and (He-TCF2’).
Similarly in Subsection 3.2.1, we can add constraints of the minimum load
rate ((3.107) or (3.108)) of buses and the maximum time (3.106) in these
two-commodity formulations.

3.2.4

M u lti-C om m od ity F orm ulations

We present four-index multi-commodity formulations for He-SBRSP based on
the assumption that each student assigned at bus stop m needs one unit of
m-th commodity. We generalize the TSP formulation given by Claus [59] to
the multi-commodity flow formulation for the He-SBRSP.
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Consider non-negative, continuous commodity flow variables as follows.
>0

(3.137)

V/c € K , V(j, I) € 5 , Vm € J.

The four-index multi-commodity formulation is
H e-G C -M C F l: H eterogeneous G eneralized C laus T S P
M u lti-C o m m o d ity Flow F orm ulation 1
min f

i
i
i
i
E $ " - E $ " = °’ yk e
I
I

(3.142)

771

0 <

(3.144)

V/c 6 i f , V m e J, V(j, I) e £

(u,x,y,z) e V 4.
Multi-commodity constraints (3.138)-(3.144) ensure that

units of m-th

commodity travel from the garage (source) to bus stop m (sink). Constraints
(3.138)-(3.142) guarantee subtour elimination and (3.143) ensures that the bus
capacity restrictions are satisfied.
This formulation has Q(|iif||Af|3) continuous variables, O d-^ll-^l2 + |W|)
binary variables and 0(1^1 l-^l3 + l-H) constraints.
We now introduce the additional non-negative, continuous commodity flow
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variables
8jT > 0; V/c G K , V m e J, V(j, Z) e £-

(3.145)

We consider the multi-commodity formulation based on the assumption that
each student assigned to bus stop m needs one unit of m-th commodity
and sends one unit of m-th commodity. Thus we generalize the TSP multi
commodity formulation given by Wong [238] to the multi-commodity flow
formulation for the He-SBRSP as follows.
H e-G W -M C Fl: H eterogeneous Generalized W ong T SP
M ulti-C om m odity Flow Formulation 1
min f
s.t. e « S " = < =
i
i

(3.146)

Vk e K -V m £ 3

i

= 0 = E f r Vfc 6 K^ m € J

(3.147)

Vk € K, Vme J

(3.148)

i

E « - = 0= E * '
I
I

(3.149)

Ei * =* 4 =Ei *

Ei i - E =0=Ei

-

E

i
V/c G jFsT,Vj G J, Vm E J, j

m

(3.150)

V/c G K,V(j,l) G 5

(3.151)

J 2 o - r < C kz ^ v k e K , v ( j , i ) e £

(3.152)

m

m

o<

(3.153)

*jT, V/c G K, V(j, I) E S . y - m E J

u,x,y,z) GI V

(■

Multi-commodity constraints (3.146)-(3.153) ensure that

units of m-th

commodity travel from the garage (source) to bus stop m (sink), while u^
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units of m-th commodity travel from bus stop m (source) to the school (sink).
Constraints (3.146)-(3.150) guarantee subtour elimination and (3.151)-(3.152)
ensure that the bus capacity restrictions are satisfied.
This formulation has O d-^ll-^l3) continuous variables, Od-^II-^P + |W|)
binary variables and OG-K’II-^I3 + PI) constraints.
We also can generalize the TSP formulation given by Langevin ([156]) to
the He-SBRSP formulation (He-GLa-MCF) using
+ eT ) ^

v (p l) € £

(3-154)

m

instead of both (3.151) and (3.152).
This formulation has O d-^ll-^l3) continuous variables, O d-^ll-^l2 + 1^1)
binary variables and O d ^ ll-^ l3 + PI) constraints.
Notice that students at a selected bus stop are picked up by only one se
lected bus in the formulations (He-GC-MCFl), (He-GW-MCFl) and (He-GLaMCF). We can change this restriction so that students at a selected bus stop
can be picked up by several selected buses. In fact, we can replace constraints
(3.82) in the formulations (He-GC-MCFl), (He-GW-MCFl) and (He-GLaMCF) with constraints (3.105). Thus we obtain three new formulations (HeGC-MCFl5), (He-GW-MCFl5) and (He-GLa-MCF5).
Similarly in Subsection 3.2.1 we can add constraints of the minimum load
rate ((3.107) or (3.108)) of buses and the maximum time (3.106) into the
multi-commodity formulations.
Notice that in this chapter there are constraints in our formulations, such
as (3.27), (3.93) etc. In removing these constraints from these formulations,
we still obtain formulations with subtour elimination. However, these con
straints are much better explained for the real-world SBRSP. For example,
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(3.93) ensures that each bus is empty when it leaves the garage.

3.2.5

T im e W in d ow Form ulation

In this subsection, we present time window formulations for the He-SBRSP
based on the three-index bus flow formulations in Section 3.2.1. Suppose that
each bus must arrive at the school between times as and bs. Let fj be the
time required at bus stop j to pick up the students. This time, of course,
depends on the number of students at the stop. Let f0 be the time spent for
the first student and f\ be the unit time for each additional student. Then
Tj = T0 + Tl(Xlie/:(i,i)sw x ij ~ !)•

this subsection, tji is the travel time of

the bus along (j, I) (shown in Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Travel time between two nodes for the He-SBRSP
The non-negative time variables are, Vfc € K,
7.* = the departure time of bus k from node m, Vm G N \ {s} (3.155)
= the arrival time of bus k at the school s.

(3.156)

Therefore, we change the objective functions (3.69) and (3.70) in Subsection
3.2.1 into (3.157) and (3.158) and add two objective functions (3.159) and
(3.160) as follows.
f x = ^ ( rsfc —rs), (total travel time of buses)
keK
fj j = max(rsfc —t^), (maximum travel time of buses)
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(3.157)
(3.158)

keK

(total travel time of students taking buses)

(3.159)

(maximum travel time of students taking buses)
As in Section 3.1.1, we have the objective function f of the He-SBRSP formu
lations. We then propose the time window formulation for the He-SBRSP as
follows.
H e -T W l: H eterogeneous T im e W indow F orm ulation 1
min f
s.t.

- Tj - tji - (to +

- 1 ))]4 = 0, Vk e K y i e J

j

(3.161)
(3.162)
(3.163)
(a;, y, z ) € V z.
Time window constraints (3.161)-(3.163) ensure that time continuousness and
time window constraints. These constraints guarantee subtour ehmination.
This formulation has 00^11-^1) continuous variables, Od-^ll-^l2 + |hV|)
binary variables and OG^II-^I + I^I) constraints.
We also propose another time window formulation for the He-SBRSP as
follows.
H e-TW 2: H eterogeneous T im e W indow F orm ulation 2
min f
S.t.

Y t f - i

- tji - (f o +

= 0 , VA: e K . y i e J

j
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j

I

I

' £ v j < c k( 5 2 4 ) ’ « £ *
j&J

(3.164)

i

(■u , x , y , z ) G I>4This formulation has 0(1^11-^1) continuous variables, Q (|i\||A '|2 + |W |) bi
nary variables and OG-^-ll-^l + 1^1) constraints.
Notice that students at a selected bus stop are picked up by only one se
lected bus in the formulations (He-TWl) and (He-TW2). We can change this
restriction so that students at a selected bus stop can be picked up by several
selected buses. In fact, we can replace constraints (3.82) in the formulation
(He-TW2) with constraints (3.105). Thus we obtain a new formulation (HeTW2’).
Similarly in Subsection 3.2.1 we can add constraints of the minimum load
rate ((3.107) or (3.108)) of buses and the maximum time
Tk _ Tk <

VJfe e R

(3.165)

into the time window formulations.

3.3

Linearization

We linearize the nonlinear constraints of our formulations using the following
linearization techniques.
Consider the nonlinear expression xy where x G [0, a] is a bounded, contin
uous variable and y is a binary variable. We replace xy with z, where z is a
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continuous non-negative variable and we add the constraints
z< x

(3.166)

z<ay

(3.167)

z > x + a ( y ~ 1).

(3.168)

Now consider the constraint
x + ye{0,z}

(3.169)

where x, y, z are non-negative,continuous variables and where z < b. This
can be replaced with the followingconstraints instead of (3.169)where u is a
binary variable and v is a non-negative, continuous variable.
x + y - v=

0

(3.170)

v< z

(3.171)

v <bu

(3.172)

v > z + b(u - 1).

(3.173)

Therefore, we can linearize all of the nonlinear constraints that appear in our
formulations. For example, we could replace the nonlinear constraints (3.91)
in (He-BFF2) with
wb- = Xj ’ y k 6 K, v? € J
i
xj

(3.174)

i
< J 2 x * v/c € K - v € J

(3-175)

i

4 , Vfc £ K , V j € J

4 < S, £

(3.176)

I
Xj >

h J 2 4 - h , Vh € K, Mj € J
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(3.177)

where Xj are non-negative, continuous variables. This is a different lineariza
tion technique than that used in (3.95)-(3.96). We use both in our experiments.
This linearization works better when adding our equality cuts.

3.4

R elations am ong th e LP relaxations o f
th ese form ulations

In this section, the relations among and between the LP relaxations of the for
mulations in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 are discussed. In Subsection 3.4.1 the
relations among and between single commodity, two-commodity and multi
commodity flow formulations for the Ho-SBRSP are provided. In Subsection
3.4.2 the relations among and between single commodity, two-commodity and
multi-commodity flow formulations for the He-SBRSP are given. For the for
mulation (BFFl), we let Z l p {B FFl) and F l p {BFFl) denote the optimal value
and the feasible region, respectively, of the LP relaxation of the formulation
(BFFl). Also, Z/p(BFFl) and Fj p ( BFFl) indicate the optimal value and the
feasible region, respectively, of the formulation (BFFl). A similar notation
applies to the other formulations in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. Suppose that
all formulations discussed in Section 3.4 have the same objective functions / .

3.4.1

R ela tio n s am ong th e form ulations for th e
H o -S B R S P

In this subsection we demonstrate some relations among the LP relaxations of
the formulations for the Ho-SBRSP. Since all of the formulations describe the
Ho-SBRSP, we always have the following proposition.
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Proposition 3.1 For any homogeneous school bus routing and scheduling prob
lem,
ZIP(GMTZ) = ZIP(BFF1) = Z IP{BFF2)
= ZIP(SCF1) = Z IP(TCF1)
= ZIP{ GC-MCFl) = Zjp(GW-MCFl) = ZIP{GLa-MCFl).
Naturally, for any formulation P , Z lP{P) < ZjP(P). Moreover, the for
mulation P yields better computational results when Z l P{P) is very close to
ZiP{P). The remainder of this subsection evaluates the formulations for the
Ho-SBRSP in terms of their relative values of Z l P.
P ro p o sitio n 3.2 For any homogeneous school bus routing and scheduling prob
lem,
Z l p {GMTZ) < Z l p (BFF2).
Proof: Assume that any feasible solution (x , y , z , Q € Fl P(BFF2).
We prove the proposition by constructing a feasible solution (x , y , z , w ) 6
Fl P{GMTZ). Note that the two solutions have the same objective function
value. Let
(3.178)
Then Wj > 0. Therefore,
u ij

— ^ ' Cjz — y ^G z j i —C y j , Vj £ J
i
i
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Thus,
J,

{x,y,z,w)

(j , I)

satisfies constraints (3.30). For constraints (3.29), Vj, I G

G£,

Wl

Wj

C {Z jl

1)

^ ] %il = ^ ^Clm
i

^ ' Cjm

m

m.

771

771

^{Z jl

1)

^ ] %il
i

(3-179)
Since the proposition of network flow with a source g and a sink s for the formu
> J2m Cjm- Thus (x, y, z,w) satisfies constraints (3.29)

lation (BFF2),

and (3.30). Therefore, (x , y , z , w ) G Fl p (GMTZ). Thus Z l p {G M TZ ) <
Z l p (BFF2). □
P ro p o sitio n 3.3 For any homogeneous school bus routing and scheduling prob
lem,
Z l p {SCF1) = Z l p (TCF1) = Z l p {BFF2).
Proof: Since the proposition of network flow with a source g and a sink s for
the formulation (BFF2) and (SCF1), the feasible regions of the formulations
(SCF1) and (BFF2) are the same. Thus Zip(SCFl) =

E x,p ( B F F 2 ) .

Now we will prove Z lp(SCFI) = Elp (TCFI). Because the formulation
(TCFl) includes constraints of the formulation (SCFl), then Zlp (S C F I ) <
Zip{TCFl). On the other hand, assume that any feasible solution (x, y, z. £) G
FLp{SCF1). Let & = & and r)tj = Czjt - £ji,V(j'J) G £. Then & > 0 and
rjij > 0. Thus (x, y.z.^.r]) satisfies constraints (3.43), (3.45), (3.48), and
(3.49). For constraints (3.44),

55 “55 =55(^ “&)“55(^b“&i)
=c (55zii - 55zb)- 55&+55&
=55^ ~55& = 55Xii' ^ ^J’
i

l

l

i

i

l

i

i

l

i

i
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Thus
j e

<f, 77 ) satisfies constraints (3.44). By adding constraints (3.43) for

( x, y , z ,

J , we get

E(E&- E &)=
=s
Le-E + E E &”E
=^
jsx jex
*-e-E = s —E(EJ —
El
j eJ

1

j eJ

1

2

i

2

= ^ ~ E E & + E E & + E&*
j€*/ J

j€-/ J

J*€«/

= 5+ e ^ v
j€J
Since

£si =
y

2

so E's-^ £js =

^e- H 2& = 0- Thus constraints (3.47)

= y \j c z i s —^ s)

2

= g e 2zs —e
2

2

~c y^ =c y^

^ 2

2

2

and constraints (3.46)

E ^ =E(6* ~?s0
=^E^ ~E ^
2

2

2

=

c

J 2 * 3i I

2

s

axe satisfied by the (x,y,z,£,ri). Therefore (x, y, z, £,77) g Fl p {TCF1). Thus
Z l p (TCF1) < Z Lp {SCF1). □
In making the following propositions, we demonstrate the relations between
the LP relaxations of the formulations of (TCF1) and that of (GC-MCF1) and
(GW-MCF1) for the Ho-SBRSP.
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Proposition 3.4 For any homogeneous school bus routing and scheduling prob
lem,
Z l p {TCF1) < Z l p {GC-MCF1).
Proof: Assume that any feasible solution (x,y, z,£) G(GC-MCFl). Let
ff‘ = E S ?. v ( i > 0 e £

(3.180)

m£j

Vu = C Zji -

V(j, 0 G 5.

(3.181)

Then £ji > 0 and 77^- > 0. Thus, (a:, y, z, £, ij) satisfiesconstraints (3.48) and
(3.49). By using the constraints of the (GC-MCFl), for constraints (3.43),

E&
-I E&<I =E(E«?)
- E(Es?>
I
m<z.J
I m€J
=meJ
E<Ez sj-E<?)
z
= E E s ? -E © + E 4 -E 4
1

= ^
i

1

1

1

Y? 6 </.

Then (x,y,z,£,rj) satisfies constraints (3.43). For constraints (3.44),

53

—

i

l

5

] Vj i =

5

7

] ( Cz j i — ^ ) — ^

' { Cz i j — £i j )

1

l

=

£ (E - E zb)+E &~E &
1

=

1

1

1

^ ~ 5 3 ^ = 5 3 xij ’ y? g j.
Z

Z

i

Thus (x, y, z, £, 77) satisfies constraints (3.44). For constraints (3.45), we get

53
=BE«)
=m£j
E(E^)
=m&J
E(E^)
=*
j€J
j£J m€J
j£j
i
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So (x, y, z , £, 77) satisfies constraints (3.45). Moreover,

€js = 0, i.e. Yli €is =

0. Thus constraints (3.47)

1

=

1

~ &»)= ^ 21zzs ~ XI
i

i

= ^ 5Z2/5

i

and constraints (3.46)
y ! ^9 = ^ ](CZg[ —<fSi) = C ^ ] Zgl —
1
1
I
I

—C ^ ) Zgl — S
I

are satisfied. Therefore, {x,y,z,^,rj) e F ip (T C F l). Thus ZLp{TCFl) <
ZiP (GC-MCFl). □
P ro p o sitio n 3.5 For any homogeneous school bus routing and scheduling prob
lem,
Z l p (GC-MCF1) < ZLp(GW-MCFl) < ZLP(GLa-MCFl).
Proof: By constraints of these formulations, it is obvious that
Zip(GC-MCFl) < Zip(GW-MCFl) < ZLp(GLa-MCFl).

3.4.2

□

R ela tio n s am ong th e form ulations for th e
H e-S B R S P

In this subsection we demonstrate some relations among the LP relaxations
of the formulations for the He-SBRSP. Since all formulations describe the HeSBRSP we always have the following proposition.
P ro p o sitio n 3.6 For any heterogeneous school bus routing and scheduling
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problem,
ZIP(He-GMTZ) = ZIP{He-BFFl) = Z1P{He-BFF2) = ZIP{He-BFF3)
= ZIP{He-BFF4) = ZIP{He-SCFl) = ZIP{He-SCF2) = ZIP{He-SCF3)
= ZIP(He-TCFl) = Z1P(He-TCF2) = ZIP(He-GC-MCFl)
= ZIP(He-GW-MCFl) = ZIP{He-GLa-MCFl).
Naturally, for any formulation P, Z i P{P) < ZjP(P). Moreover, the for
mulation P yields better computational results when Z lf>(P) is very close to
ZIP(P). The remainder of this subsection evaluates the formulations for the
He-SBRSP in terms of their relative values of Z l P. In a manner similar to the
proofs in Section 3.4.1, we can prove the following propositions.
P ro p o sitio n 3.7 For any heterogeneous school bus routing and scheduling
problem,
ZLP(He-GMTZ) < ZLP(He-BFF3).
Proof: Assume th at any feasible solution (u,x ,y,z ,w ) € Pi,p(He-BFF3).
We prove the proposition by constructing a feasible solution (u , x, y, z , a) €
jFhp(He-GMTZ). Note that the two solutions have the same objective function
value. Let
(3.182)
Then a* > 0. Therefore,

i

i

4 = X >£ =

e K .y j e J.
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Thus, (u , x , y , z , a ) satisfies constraints (3.104). For constraints (3.103),
a? - a k - C*(zji - 1) - uf = ^
to

w?m ~ J 2 WU ~
m

~ x) “

= £ « £ ,- £ .< 4
TO

4).

P-1® )

TO

Since the proposition of network flow with a source g and a sink s for the
formulation (He-BFF3),

Yhmwmi — 12mwjm- Thus (u, x, y , z ,a ) satisfies con

straints (3.103) and (3.104). Therefore, ( u, x, y, z, a) <E l'Lp(He-GMTZ). Thus
^p(H e-G M TZ) < ZLP(He-BFF3). □
Proposition 3.8 For any heterogeneous school bus routing and scheduling
problem,
Z LP{He-SCF2) = ZLP{He-TCF2) = ZLP(He-BFF3).
Proof: Since the proposition of network flow with a source g and a sink
s for the formulation (He-BFF3) and (He-SCF2), the feasible regions of the
formulations (He-SCF2) and (He-BFF3) are the same. Thus Ei P (He-SCF2) =
ZLP(He-BFF3).
Now we will prove Z iP(He-SCF2) = Zi,p(He-TCF2). Because the formu
lation (He-TCF2) includes constraints of the formulation (He-SCF2), then
Z^p(He-SCF2) < Zi,p(He-TCF2). On the other hand, assume that any feasi
ble solution (ti , x, y, z, £) € FLP{Ee-SCF2). Let
V7c g K. y( j . l ) € £. Then

and

= C kz

> 0 and tjy > 0. Thus (u, x, y, z, £, g) satisfies

constraints (3.130), (3.132), (3.135), and (3.136). For constraints (3.131),

E 4 -Z ri =E«?‘4 - & - £(£"4 - ?S)

=c*(E4-E4)-E«*+E«t
i
i
i
i
= E « « - E $ = ui ' V* 6 if. Vi 6 J.
I
I
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Thus

(u , x , y , z ,

£, 77 ) satisfies constraints (3.131). By adding constraints (3.130)

for j € J , we get

E(E$-E$)=E“#
«-E4-+E(E«t-E4)=E“
?
jeJ
je.7 z
jeJ
^E
&=E
- E<E
-E
jeJ
ieJ
jeu z
=E«‘
- EE«t+E
E $+E4
jeJ
jeJ z
ieJ z
jeJ
=E“
1+E«L
i€J
je./
1

1

Since E j €j 4 r = E jeJ'* ?' s0 E 3Sj (j, = 0, i.e. Ei?& = 0- Thus constraints
(3.134)

E ^ E ^ -s t)
=c‘E4-E&‘
Z

I

=ckj2zis
i =ckJ24-i
and constraints (3.133)

E^=E(6t4-<$)
=c*E4-E£
z
z
=clEz 4 -E
“‘.
jeJ
are satisfied by the (u,:r,y,z,£, 77).

Therefore, (u, x, y, z, £, 77) € Fi,p(He-

TCF2). Thus ZLP(He-TCF2)< ZLP(He-SCF2). □
In making the following propositions, we demonstrate the relations between
the LP relaxations of the formulations (He-TCF2), (He-GC-MCFl) and (HeGW-MCF1) for the He-SBRSP.
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Proposition 3.9 For any heterogeneous school bus routing and scheduling
problem,
ZLp{He-TCF2) < ZLP{He-GC-MCFl).
Proof: Assume that any feasible solution (u , x, y, z, £) € -FLp(He-GC-MCFl).
Let
4 =

v0 M )€ £

(3.184)

m£j
4 - = 0 * 4 - $ , V(j,i)e£Then

(3.185)

> 0. Thus, (u,x,y, z,£,r]) satisfies constraints (3.130),

> 0 and

(3.132), (3.135), and (3.136). By using the constraints of the (He-GC-MCFl),
for constraints (3.130),

£I - £l $ =Bl E
««“>- BI E
3r)
m€J
m€J
=£(£?<5"-£$”)
= E (£?«"-£$”
)+£?§'-£$
1
1
1
1
m gj

Z

Z

= uj, Vfc e A , j e J.

Then (u,x,y,z,£,ri) satisfies the constraints (3.130). For constraints (3.131),
y:^ ~
i
i

^ =
i

i

X$

i

~&

- X +Xi i~X^

= c (£
=

~& ~

i
-

X $ = 4 v/c e ^

61

z
z
Thus (u,x, y, z, £ ,77) satisfies constraints (3.131). For constraints (3.132), we
get

£«i=B
E O =£(£?£”
)=m€J
E <• Vfcs*•
j'SJ
j'S.7
j£j
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So {u,x,y,z,^,rj) satisfies the constraints (3.132). Moreover, YljejZjs = 0>
= 0- Thus constraints (3.134)

i.e.

Ei 4 i=E^-«£) =c*Ei 4i- E«£
=c‘Ei zi=eiE4V|=e^
i
and constraints (3.133)

Z ’i&=Z(6k4-&
=ckZJ 4 - Ei 4 =&Ei 4 - jeJ
E “*■vt e*
axe satisfied. Therefore, (u,x,y,z,£,r]) € Fip(He-TCF2). Thus Z^p(HeTCF2) < ZLp(He-GC-MCFl). □
P ro p o sitio n 3.10 For any heterogeneous school bus routing and scheduling
problem,
ZLP(He-GC-MCFl) = ZLP(He-GW-MCFl) = ZLP(He- GLa-MCF1).
Proof: By the constraints of these formulations, it is obvious that
ZLp(He-GC-MCFl) < ZLP(He-GW-MCFl) < ZLp(He-GLa-MCFl).
On the other hand, assume that any feasible solution (u , x , y , z ,£) € Flp(HeGC-MCF1). Let

= £$* and 6 ^ = u ^ z * - f j f , Vfc €

H i d u 1 = ukm, Z i t i ? = 0, E i^ S " = 0.

E |^ =

Vfc € K ,V m e J.

Thus (u , x , y , z , 9 ,£) satisfies constraints (3.146), (3.147), (3.148), (3.149), and
(3.153). For constraints (3.150), Vj',m £ J , j ^ m,

E « ? - E $S"=E(“™4- $ “) - E «4- - fy”)

=>4(E4
- E4)+E$"
- E$"=°
i
i
i
i
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Thus

(u, x , y , z . 8 , £ )

£ ( $ ”+

satisfies constraints (3.150). Moreover,

eg") = £

m6^

< 4 z c k4 , vk e kwcm) e

mgj

Thus Zip(He-GC-MCFl) > £ LP(He-GLa-MCFl). □
We summarize the relations among various LP relaxations of the formu
lations of the Ho-SBRSP in Figure 3.3 and those of the formulations of the
He-SBRSP in Figure 3.4.

TO T

Legend: A— * B

V u ( A ) > Vlp(B)

CMTZ

Figure 3.3: Classification of LP relaxations for the Ho-SBRSP.

H CKTZ

Legend: A
A —•

» B: Vlp(A) > Vlp(B)
B: B is an aggregation of A
and Vlp(A) > Vl?(B)

Figure 3.4: Classification of LP relaxations for the He-SBRSP.
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C hapter 4
B ranch-and-C ut A lgorithm s,
Valid Inequalities and E qualities
for th e S B R SP
In this chapter we present a branch-and-cut algorithm for the SBRSP. We
propose valid inequalities and equalities for the Ho-SBRSP and the He-SBRSP.
After solving the LP relaxation of the formulations of the SBRSP, it is possi
ble to search for violated valid inequalities. Adding violated valid inequalities,
or cutting planes, to the LP relaxation can tighten the relaxation and improve
the lower bound. The goal of the branch-and-cut algorithm is to tighten the
LP bound as much as possible before branching.

4.1

A lgorithm

In this section we propose a branch-and-cut algorithm for the formulations,
P , of the SBRSP discussed in Chapter 3.
A lgorithm 4.1 (Branch-and-Cut)
S tep 1: (Initialization) Let (P°) be a mixed integer linear programming for
mulation of the SBRSP. Initial (P°) on List. Set k := 0. Z* = -t-oo.
Incumbent x * is void.
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Step 2: I f List is empty, then Stop, x* is an optimal solution or if Z* = + 00,
then (P°) has no solution. Otherwise, choose (P k) in the List and go to
S tep 3.
Step 3: (LP solver) Solve the linear programming relaxation (L P k) of (Pk).
If (L P k) is infeasible, then prune by infeasibility and go to Step 2. Oth
erwise, let x(L P k) be an optimal solution to (L P k) and Z k = Zi p{ LPk)
be its optimal value.
S tep 3.1: (Separation) If one or more violated valid inequalities for
(.L P k) are found, define (P k+1) to be (P k) amended by adding the
violated valid inequalities, set k := k + 1, and go to Step 3. Oth
erwise, go to S tep 4.
Step 4: I f Z k > Z*, then prune by bound and go to S tep 2. Otherwise, go
to S tep 5.
Step 5: (Bounding) I f x ( LPk) satisfies binary constraints of the MIP, then
update Z* = Z k and incumbent x* = x ( L Pk). Prune by optimality, go
to S tep 2. Otherwise, go to Step 6.
S tep 6: (Branching) Return two subproblems by branching rule: P k+l and
P k+2. Add them to the List, and go to S tep 2.

4.2

Valid Inequalities and Equalites

In this section the definition of valid inequalities is reviewed and we define a
new concept, that of valid equality. These are applied to the SBRSP to great
effect. Some definitions and propositions are reviewed as follows.
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Definition 4.1 ([239]) An inequality a x < ao (ax > ao) is a valid inequality
for X = {x \ A x < b , x £ Z+} C R n if a x < no (ax > ao) for all x £ X.
Definition 4.2 ([239]) The inequality a x < ao and fix < fi0 are identical
(or equivalent) if 3A > 0 such that a = Xfi and ao = Xfio.
Definition 4.3 ([239]) If a x < ao and fix < fio are two valid inequalities
for X C R f . a x < ao dominates fix < fio if 3u > 0 such that a > Ufi and
ao < ufio and (a, ao) r (ufi,u/io).
Proposition 4.2 ([239]) I f a x < ao dominates fix < fio, then {x £ i?" | ax <
Q^o} C {x £ R+ \ fix < fiQ}.
Now we define valid equality as follows.
Definition 4.4 An equality a x = ao is a valid equality for X = {x \ A x <
b, x £ 2 ” } C RJ1 if a x = ao for all x £ X .

4.2.1

V alid in eq ualities and eq u alities for th e H o-S B R S P

We propose valid inequalities for all formulations of the Ho-SBRSP, except for
(SBFFl) that there are similar valid inequalities.
Proposition 4.3 The following inequalities, which are called
Capacity Cuts: £

zij + ^ 2 Zji > 2

jSS

j€S

i$s

les

YljeS S i Xij
C

VSC
(4.1)

Multistar Quadratic Cuts:

jes
le s

VS C J ,S ^ 0

jes
les

2 1 2 je S S i Xij + X. jqS

( ^ 2 i x il)z lj

lesnj

j € S ( ^ 2 i x il)zjl~

l€SnJ

c
Variable Cuts: Zji < yj , Vj £ J, (j, I) £ £
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(4.2)
(4.3)

for the formulations of the Ho-SBRSP respectively, are valid for the formula
tions of the Ho-SBRSP.
Proof: For the formulation (BFFl), V(x, y,z) € Fl p (BFFl), by constraints
(3.20) and (3.15), we get

jes
les

X/jeS S i Xij
C

jes
les

V 5 C / , S ’# 0

(4.4)

Thus (x , y , z ) satisfies the Capacity Cuts (4.1). Therefore, the Capacity Cuts
(4.1) are valid for the formulation (BFFl).
By Constraints (3.16), it is obvious that the Variable Cuts are valid for the
formulation (BFFl).
By (4.4) and the capacity condition, the number of students in each bus
must not exceed the capacity of each bus, we obtain, VS C

^

H

jes
les

jes i

jes
les

jes i

Xii + H

jes
lesnj

xv

E

+ 5Z C

jes
lesnj

0

(4 -5 )

i

i

xu^zf

(4 -6 )

where (4.5) means that the capacity of buses serving the students in the set
S must not be less than the number of students in the set S and the number
of students at the bus stops directly preceded the set S. (4.6) means that the
capacity of buses serving the students in the set S must not be less than the
number of students inthe set

S andthe numberof

students at the bus stops

directly succeeded the set S. By adding (4.5)and (4.6) and the property of
integer, (x, y, z) satisfies the Multistar Quadratic Cuts (4.2).
Similarly, the three inequalities are valid for other formulations of the HoSBRSP. □
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Notice that if S fl J = 0 in the right hand side of inequality (4.2), then the
corresponding items in (4.2) disappear.
If (x*,y*,z*) represents the optimal solution in the current LP relaxation,
then the separation problem consists of choosing a subset 5, VS C J, 5 ^ 0,
and finding violated valid inequalities
ij

(4.7)

J 2 zh + J 2 zo i< 2
jes
le s

J2
jes
le s

je s
les

zv

+Y ,
jes
les

zf

<

rZ Z j e s Z i X i j + Z je s ( Z i ^ i H + Z
_____________ le s n j ___________

jes
lesnj

C

(4.8)

Choose a potential bus stop j E J and an arc (j. 1) E £, and find the
violated valid inequality
4 < y*.

(4.9)

Once found, the violated valid inequality must be included in the master prob
lem by adding an extra row to the linear program.
Similarly, for an individual formulation, if (x*, y*,z*) represents the optimal
solution in the current LP relaxation then the separation problem consists of
finding violated valid inequalities corresponding to the formulation.
For the formulation (BFF2) in Section 3.1.1, we have the following valid
inequalities.
P ro p o sitio n 4.4 The following inequalities, which are called
Flow Quadratic Cuts: Qi > ( £^Xi j ) zji, Vj € J, (j, I) E £

(4-10)

i

Flow Cuts:

V je J
i

(4.11)

i

for the formulation (BFF2) respectively, are valid for the formulation (BFF2).
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Proof: By Constraints (3.25), it is obvious that the Flow Cuts (4.11) are valid
for the formulation (BFF2).

\/(x, y. z) <E Flp (BFF2). If Zji = 0, then by Constraints (3.26), Qi = 0.
Thus [x, y, z) satisfies the Capacity Cuts (4.10). If zji = 1, then by Constraints
(3.16), yj = 1. And by Constraints (3.15), there exists I' such that zi>j = 1.
Thus from Constraints (3.25) and (3.26), we get
Cjl

Cl'j == ^ ^x ij

So Qji > (J2ix ij)zji- Thus (x , y , z ) satisfies the Capacity Cuts (4.10). There
fore, the Capacity Cuts (4.10) are valid for the formulation (BFF2). □
For the formulation (SCFl) in Section 3.1.2, we have the following valid
inequalities.
P ro p o sitio n 4.5 The following inequalities, which are called
Flow Quadratic Cuts: Qj > ( ^ Z i j ) % , Yj £ -T (l , j ) € £

(4-12)
(4.13)

for the formulation (SCFl) respectively, are valid for the formulation (SCFl).
Proof: This proposition can be proven using a method similar to that used to
prove Proposition 4.4. □
For the formulation (TCFl) in Section 3.1.3, we have the following valid
inequalities.
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P ro p o sitio n 4.6

The fo llo w in g in e q u a litie s, w h ich are called

Flow Quadratic Cuts: £ij >

Xij)zij, V? G J, {l,j) e £

(4.14)

i

vij > £ > ; ) z , i , Y? g J, (i, i ) e £

(4.15)

i

Flow Cuts:

>
I

E *«. Vj € J

(4.16)

i

(4.17)
for the formulation (TCFl) respectively, are valid for the formulation (TCFl).
Proof: This proposition can be proven using a method similar to that used to
prove Proposition 4.4. □
In the formulation (TCFl) we can reduce variables Zji to decrease the size
of the formulation.
The Flow Quadratic Cuts are quadratic and therefore they must be lin
earized. So the equivalent linear inequalities are as follows.
(4.18)

Cji > Vji

(4.19)
(4.20)

Vjl <

(4.21)
Therefore, we have the following valid equalities.
P ro p o sitio n 4.7 The following equalities
(4.22)
are valid for the formulations (BFF2) and (SCFl) with the Flow Quadratic
Cuts (4-10) and (4-15).
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Proof: The Flow Quadratic Cuts (4.10) need to be linearized as (4.18)-(4.21).
We denote F£P(BFF2) to be a feasible region of constraints of (BFF2) and
constraints (4.18)-(4.21). V( v, x, y, z , Q E F'LP{BFF2). If yj = 0, then zjt = 0,
%ij = 0, Qi = 0 = i'ji,VL So {v.x, y, z, C) satisfies (4.22). If yj = 1,
then there exists I such that Zji = 1 and ZjL>= 0, VT ^ I. By the linearized
inequalities (4.18)-(4.21), we get uji = Y i x v

vji' = 0, VZ' ^ I. So

uji =

Y i x ij■ Thus {v,x,y,z,Cf) satisfies (4.22).
Similarly, the Cuts are valid for the formulation (SCFl) with the Flow
Quadratic Cuts (4.15). □
Similarly, we have the following proposition.
P ro p o sitio n 4.8 The following equalities
2Z
I

*3

=

i

x w Vi e J

(4-23)

are valid for the formulations (SCFl) and (TCFl) with the Flow Quadratic
Cuts (4-12) and (4-H)-

4.2.2

V alid in eq ualities and eq u alities for th e H e-S B R S P

For all formulations of the He-SBRSP, we propose valid inequalities as follows.
P ro p o sitio n 4.9 The following inequalities, which are called
Variable Cuts: zjj < yj, V/c E K .\/j E J , (j , I)E £

(4.24)

for the formulations of the He-SBRSP, arevalid for the formulations of the
He-SBRSP. The following equalities

X>‘=E1*’v-7eJ

k<=K

<4-25)

i

are valid for the formulations (He-BFF2) and (He-SCFl) linearizations of the
He-SBRSP.
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Proof: For any formulation of the He-SBRSP, Constraints (3.82) make it is
obvious that the Variable Cuts are valid for the formulation of the He-SBRSP.
The linearized constraints are for the quadratic formulation (He-BFF2) as
follows.
wi‘ - £

£
I

4

= "i- Vk e K , 1 j e J

(4.26)

I

Vj <
i

"‘ 2 M E 4 )
I

v jk >

xa + h (5 2
i

4) -

h

I

We denote F [P(He-BFF2) to be the feasible region of the linearized formula
tion of (He-BFF2). V( v, x, y, z, w) € i?£P(He-BFF2). If yj = 0,then zj) = 0,
Y lix ij = 0,

= 0 = is!-, Vfc € K,Vl. So (v , x , y , z , w ) satisfies(4.25).

If

yj = 1, by Constraints (3.82), then there exist k and I such that zj) = 1 and
z^{, = 0, VTc' zjhk^l' ^ I. By the hnearized inequalities, Constraints (3.81) and
(3.92), we get i j = £ £ x {j and v f = 0 = Jfi wji = S z wij> V/c' ^ k. So
YlkeK uj ~ S i x ij- Thus (i/, x, y, z, w) satisfies (4.25).
Similarly, the equalities are valid for the formulation (He-SCFl). □
For the formulations of the He-SBRSP in Section 3.2.1, we have the follow
ing valid inequalities.
P ro p o sitio n 4.10 The following inequalities, which are called
Flow Quadratic Cuts: ruj) > < £

v k e K , v j e J,(j,l)e£
(4.27)

Aggregate Flow Cuts: £ £ « 4 * £ * « . Vj € J
k

l

i
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(4.28)

for formulations (He-BFF2) and (He-BFF4) respectively, are valid for formu
lations (He-BFF2) and (He-BFFf). After linearization, there are the following
valid inequalities.
Flow Cuts:

wji ^ uj- ^ e

Vj € J,

(4.29)

i
Proof: By Constraints (3.91), it is obvious that the Flow Quadratic Cuts (4.27)
are valid for the formulation (He-BFF2).
\ /(x, y, z, w) € .Flp(He-BFF2). By adding the Flow Quadratic Cuts (4.27),
we obtain,
E E “ i ' - ( E xv O (E E 4 ) = ( E
k

I

i

k

te g

V-7 € J (by (3.82))

i

(4.30)
Thus if yj = 0, from the constraints of (He-BFF2), then YLix ij = 0 and
4 = 0 = Wjl: V/c 6 iC So (4.28) is satisfied. Otherwise yj = 1, from the
inequality above, so (4.28) is satisfied. Therefore the Aggregate Flow Cuts
(4.28) are valid.
By Constraints (4.26) for the linearized formulation, it is obvious that the
Flow Cuts (4.29) are valid for the linearized formulation (He-BFF2).
Similarly, we can prove that these cuts are valid for the formulation (HeBFF4). □
P ro p o sitio n 4.11 The following inequalities, which are called
Flow Quadratic Cuts: Wjt >

VkeK,VjiJ,(j,l)€£

,

(4.31)
Flow Cuts: £

Wji > ukj, V/c G K , j e J

(4.32)

I

Aggregate Flow Cuts:

Vi e J
k

I

i
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(4.33)

fo r the formulation (He-BFF3) respectively, are valid for the formulation (HeBFF3).
Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.10. □
Notice that Flow Cuts (4.33) are obtained by adding (4.32) for k € K .
Similarly, for the formulations in Section 3.2.2, we have the following valid
inequalities.
P ro p o sitio n 4.12 The following inequalities, which are called
Flow Quadratic Cuts: £y > E

z j, V k e K , V j e J , ( j , i ) e £
(4.34)

Aggregate Flow Cuts: E E 4 > £ Xij, V j e J
keK l
i

(4.35)

for formulations (He-SCFl) and (He-SCF3) respectively, are valid for formu
lations (He-SCFl) and (He-SCF3).
Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.10. □
P ro p o sitio n 4.13 The following inequalities, which are called
Flow Quadratic Cuts: £y > £ > y ) z £ , v/c € K, \/j e J, {j, 0 e £
(4.36)

Flow cuts: 22 ^ ^

v/c e

e

J

(4 -3 7 )

i
Aggregate Flow Cuts: E E $ * E * «
keK l
i

\/j e J

(4.38)

for the formulation (He-SCF2) respectively, are valid for the formulation (HeSCF2).
Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.10. □
For the formulations in Section 3.2.3, we have the following valid inequali
ties.
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Proposition 4.14

T h e fo llo w in g in e q u a litie s, w h ich are called

Flow Quadratic Cuts:

> ( 2 2 x ij)zij’ V/c G K, Vj G J

(4.39)

i

> ( 2 2 xv)z%
i

Flow Cuts:

e

^ v

e

J

(4 -4°)

> uj> Vk e K, Vj e J

(4.41)

2 2 dJi > « J , V/cG # , V j G J
i

(4.42)

I

Aggregate Flow Cuts: £ £ « U £ * « . Vj € J
feeif i
i

(4.43)

Vj G J

(4.44)

£ £ $ * £ * « .
fceif z
i

for the formulation (He-TCFl) respectively, are valid for the formulation (HeTCF1).
Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.10. □
P ro p o sitio n 4.15 The following inequalities, which are called
Flow Quadratic Cuts:

Flow Cuts: J 2 4 >
i
£ 4
i

> ( 2 2 x ij)ziji V/c G i ^ V j € J
i

(4.45)

4 > ( X > ; ) 4 , V/c € tf,V j GJ
i

(4.46)

, V/c G K , Vj G J

(4.47)

>Uj, VA: G K, Vj G J

(4.48)

Aggregate Flow Cuts: £ £ « & * £ * » . Vj G J
fc€if Z
i
£ £ i & > £ * « . Vj G J
keK i
i

(4.49)
(4.50)

for the formulation (He-TCF2) respectively, are valid for the formulation (HeTCF2).
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Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.10. □
In the formulation (He-TCF2), we can reduce variables zji, Vfc €
S to decrease the size of the formulation.
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I) €

C hapter 5
Im plem entation and
E xperim ents
In this chapter we present our computational results. We begin with a descrip
tion of the software package that we developed to solve the SBSRP. It makes
use of either the Cplex or Xpress-MP solver with ArcGIS, VB and VC++-

5.1

SB R SP GIS Software Package

We chose a geographical information system (GIS) interface because it has
an excellent ability to store and display graphical information. Using the
ESRI’s ArcGIS 9.0 platform, we developed a software package for the school
bus routing and scheduling problem. The ArcGIS platform stores all data on
the street network including whether streets axe one-way or two-way, school
locations, bus types and availability, garage location, student addresses and the
location of all potential bus stops. It provides an excellent mapping interface
to prepare the input data and display the results.
The SBRSP GIS software package collects data from the ArcGIS platform
to generate all the data files required for our optimization models using Visual
Basic routines we developed. There are two ways in which we use the ArcGIS
platform.
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1. The data files generated from ArcGIS are used as input files to the
Xpress-MP/CPLEX solver in Xpress-MP, AMPL, or MPL format. If an
optimal solution is found, it is translated back to the ArcGIS format, fed
to ArcGIS and the report files are generated. These reports axe those
that would be required by school managers, drivers and parents. ArcGIS
also displayed the bus routes and all of the scheduling information on a
map. If an optimal solution is not found the program reports the error
and terminates.
2. We have also created an interface that reads an existing optimal solution
file. Our visual basic tool interprets the data and creates the input files
necessary for the ArcGIS.
The second method is used for larger problems.

5.2

C om putational R esults

We ran our test problems on a Dell Laptop PC equipped with a Mobile Intel
Pentium IV -M CPU 2.20GHz 645 MHz and 1.00 gigabytes of memory.
All of the data files required to solve the school bus routing and schedul
ing problem axe generated using our package. We consider a district within
the Windsor-Essex Catholic District School Board (Figure 5.1).

While we

choose an actual school and school district, all other aspects of the problem
axe fabricated.

5.2.1

C om p u tation al R esu lts for th e H o -S B R S P

The sample problem instance (Sk4-n22-sl35) of the Ho-SBRSP has 4 homo
geneous buses, 20 potential bus stops and 135 students. W ith a garage and
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Figure 5.1: Windsor school districts in ArcGIS.

Figure 5.2: A sample school district in ArcGIS.
a school, this corresponds to a problem on a graph with 22 vertices. For our
example, (3.10) is used as the objective function for all formulations. The
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computational results in each table show the average value after running each
formulation three times; except for formulations (GMTZ), (GC-MCF1), and
(GW-MCFl) which were r unning once.
The constraints, total number of variables and of binary variables for the
Ho-SBRSP formulation of Sk4-n22-sl35 axe reported in the last three columns
of Table 5.1 under the heading “Constr”, “Var” and “BVax” , respectively.
Formulation
GMTZ
BFF2
SCFl
TC Fl
GC-MCFl
GW-MCFl

Constr
1019
1138
1138
1620
10277
20357

Var BVax
764
744
1204
744
1204
744
1664
744
9944
744
19144 744

Table 5.1: The Ho-SBRSP test problem Sk4-n22-sl35
The solution value of the linear programming relaxation for the Ho-SBRSP
of Sk4-n22-sl35 is reported in Table 5.2 under “LB”. The average time (sec
onds) Xpress-MP 2003 required to determine “LB” is reported next. The
“UB” (or optimal value), gap (i.e. 1^ IP 0bjB^ u| ~ ^ t Boun~) and the average
time (seconds), required by Xpress-MP 2003 to find a solution, are given in
the last three columns.
Formulation
GMTZ
BFF2
SCFl
TC Fl
GC-MCFl
GW-MCFl

LB
4635.74
5544.41
5544.41
5544.41
5544.41
5544.41

Time in sec.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.3
12.8

UB (Opt)
6785.05
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52

Gap
16.72%
0
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.

28833.4(8.0h)
61.4
12.4
97.8
30547.4(8.5h)
102502.0(28.5h)

Table 5.2: Computation results of Sk4-n22-sl35 solved by Xpress-MP itself
The solution value of the the linear programming relaxation with added
cuts for the formulation (BFF2) is reported in Table 5.3 under “LB(Cuts)”.
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The optimal value and the average time (seconds) the branch-and-cut algo
rithm took to run follows, and the difference (seconds) between the average
time without cuts and the average time with cuts appears in the last column.
In the following tables “F.” denotes “Flow” and “V.” denotes “Variable”. The
BFF2
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts
Flow Quad Cuts
All Cuts

LB (Cuts)
6231.48
6262.55
6224.17
6191.19
6211.68

UB (O pt)
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52

Gap
0
0
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.
61.4
23.1
29.6
23.7
116.6
211.0

Diff
38.3
31.8
37.7
-55.2
-149.6

Table 5.3: Computation results of Sk4-n22-sl35 for the formulation (BFF2)
Flow Quadratic Cuts need to be linearized. Therefore, the formulation with
the Flow Quadratic Cuts has an increased number of variables. The com
putational results in Table 5.3 show th at the Flow Quadratic Cuts are not
computationally efficient. Thus in the following tables we only report results
with other cuts.
The solution value of the linear programming relaxation with added cuts
for the formulation (SCFl) is reported in Table 5.4 under “LB(Cuts)”. The
optimal value and the average time (seconds) the branch-and-cut algorithm
required to run are reported. The difference (seconds) between the average
time without cuts and the average time with cuts appears in the last column.

SCFl
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

LB (Cuts)
6335.98
6356.66
6330.35

UB (O pt)
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52

Gap
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.
12.4
36.6
30.8
40.5

Diff
-24.2
-18.4
-28.1

Table 5.4: Computation results of Sk4-n22-sl35 for the formulation (SCFl)
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The solution value of the linear programming relaxation with added cuts
for the formulation (TCFl) is reported in Table 5.5 under “LB(Cuts)”. The
optimal value and the average time (seconds) the branch-and-cut algorithm
required to run follow. The difference (seconds) between the average time
without cuts and the average time with cuts appears in the last column.
TC Fl
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

LB (Cuts)
6337.17
6340.44
6336.20

UB (O pt)
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52

Gap
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.
97.8
25.6
48.9
19.3

Diff
72.2
48.9
78.5

Table 5.5: Computation results of Sk4-n22-sl35 for the formulation (TCFl)
The solution value of the linear programming relaxation with added cuts for
the formulation (GC-MCFl) is reported in Table 5.6 under “LB(Cuts)”. The
optimal value and the time (seconds) the branch-and-cut algorithm required
to run follow. The difference (seconds) between the time without cuts and the
time with cuts appears in the last column.
GC-MCFl
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

LB (Cuts)
6177.20
6168.38
6184.19

UB (Opt)
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52

Gap
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.
30547.4(8.5h)
31406.3(8.7h)
33792.3(9.4h)
17528.6(4.9h)

Diff
-858.9(-0.2h)
-3244.9(-0.9h)
13018.6(3.6h)

Table 5.6: Computation results of Sk4-n22-sl35 for the formulation (GCMCFl)
The solution value of the linear programming relaxation with added cuts for
the formulation (GW-MCFl) is reported in Table 5.7 under “LB(Cuts)”. The
optimal value and the time (seconds) the branch-and-cut algorithm required
to run follow. The difference (seconds) between the time without cuts and the
time with cuts appears in the last column.
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GW-MCFl
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

LB (Cuts)
6187.80
6182.19
6174.86

UB (Opt)
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52

Gap
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.
102502.0(28.5h)
61323.9(17.0h)
75505.4(21.0h)
80888.2(22.5h)

Diff
41178.1(11.4h)
26996.6(7.5h)
21613.8(6.0h)

Table 5.7: Computation results of Sk4-n22-sl35 for the formulation (GWMCFl)
The best computational results for the Ho-SBRSP of Sk4-n22-sl35 are re
ported in Table 5.8 as follows.
Formulation
BFF2
SCFl
TCFl
GC-MCFl
GW-MCFl

UB (Opt)
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52
6502.52

Gap
0
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.
23.1
12.4
19.3
17528.6(4.9h)
61323.9(17.0h)

Table 5.8: Best Computation results of Sk4-n22-sl35
In Table 5.9, an optimal solution and parameters for the test problem Sk4n22-sl35 are shown. This optimal solution is shown in ArcGIS (see Figure 5.3,
5.4, and 5.5).
In Table 5.10, computational results are shown for the formulation (BFF2)
with different weights at the test problem Sk4-n22-sl35.
Our computational experiences have shown that the formulation (GMTZ)
is the weakest. The linear

p r o g r a m m in g

relaxations for the bus flow, single

commodity, two-commodity and multi-commodity formulations give the same
optimal objective value. Moreover, the computational time of the bus flow,
single commodity and two-commodity flow formulations is much shorter than
that of the multi-commodity flow formulations.
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Parameters
C
50

c
100

c
0.69

ad
1

Vi
10

92
93
bi 9 i
10 0.3 0.2 0.3
Optimal so ution

94

0.2

Obj Function

Travel Dist

Total Cost

Total Walking Dist

Total Penalty

6502.52

8323.34

6043.1

9196.32

190

Bus stops selected

Route 1
# stu d at Stops
Route 2
# stu d at Stops
Route 3
# stu d at Stops
stud ID at Stop 1
stud ED at Stop 3
stud ID at Stop 4
stud ID at Stop 5
stud ID at Stop 6
stud ID at Stop 7
stud ED at Stop 8
stud ED at Stop 9
stud ID at Stop 10
stud ID at Stop 11
stud ED at Stop 12
stud ED at Stop 13
stud ID at Stop 14
stud ID at Stop 15
stud ID at Stop 16
stud ED at Stop 17
stud ED at Stop 18
stud ED at Stop 19
stud ED at Stop 20

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20
g — 1 — 11 — S — 15 — 3 — 4 — s
5,

10,

10,

10,

6,

4,

g — 7 — 1 2 — 16 — 20 — 9 — 10 — s
10,

5,

6,

3,

9,

7,

-

g — 17 — 18 — 6 — 19 — 5 — 13 — 14 — s
-,

8,

8,

7,

9,

6,

8,

4,

-

Length: 2030.33
Total: 45
Length: 2162.54
Total: 40
Length: 4130.47
Total: 50

1, 2, 4 ,5 , 98
11, 12, 13, 15, 96, 97
0, 14, 99, 100
44, 45, 46, 47, 74, 113
52, 53, 54, 55, 76, 111, 125
20, 21, 78, 79, 80, 81, 115, 131, 132, 133
18, 19, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 126, 127
30, 31, 32, 68, 70, 104, 105, 109, 110
36, 37, 38, 39, 101, 102, 103
3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 93, 94, 129, 130, 144
22, 23, 26, 116, 117
40, 41, 42, 43, 71, 72, 73, 108
33, 34, 35, 69
10, 16, 17, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 95, 128
24, 25, 118, 120, 121, 122
56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 77, 124
62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 114, 123
48, 49, 50, 51, 75, 112, 134, 135, 136
28, 106, 119

Table 5.9: Parameters and an optimal solution of Sk4-n22-sl35

5.2.2

C om p u tation al R esu lts for th e H e-S B R S P

The sample problem instance (Dk4-n22-sl35) of the He-SBRSP contained 4
heterogeneous buses. 20 potential bus stops and 135 students. Including a
garage and a school, this corresponds to a problem on a graph with 22 ver-
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Figure 5.3: Route 1 of an optimal solution of Sk4-n22-sl35 in ArcGIS.

%

Figure 5.4: Route 2 of an optimal solution of Sk4-n22-sl35 in ArcGIS.
tices. The computational results shown in each table are the average values
after running the programm three times for each formulation; except for formu-
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Figure 5.5: Route 3 of an optimal solution of Sk4-n22-sl35 in ArcGIS.
BFF2
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

(91, 92, 93, 94) = (1 0 0 0)
UB (O pt) Gap
Time in sec.
7904.17
167.1
0
7904.17
0
253.8
7904.17
0
199.5
7904.17
0
172.2

BFF2
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

(91, 92, 93, 94) = ( 0 0 1 0 )
UB (O pt) Gap
Time in sec.
9084.25
0
5.2
9084.25
0
8.6
9084.25
0
2.9
9084.25
0
3.3

BFF2
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

(91, 92, 93, 94) = (0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2)
UB (O pt) Gap
Time in sec.
6502.52
61.4
0
6502.52
0
23.1
6502.52
0
29.6
6502.52
0
23.7

(91, 92, 93, 94) — (0 1 0 0)
UB (Opt) Gap Time in sec.
5753.87
0
582.7
5753.87
0
236.6
5753.87
0
228.5
5753.87
0
208.1
(91, 92, 93, 94) = (0 0 0 1)
UB (Opt) Gap Time in sec.
160
0
8.4
160
0
9.1
10.2
160
0
0
160
5.9

Table 5.10: Computation results of Sk4-n22-sl35 for (BFF2) with different
weights of the objective function
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lations (He-GMTZ), (He-GC-MCFl), (He-GW-MCFl), linearized (He-BFF2),
and linearized (He-SCFl) which were running once.
The differences between Sk4-n22-sl35 and Dk4-n22-sl35 are the capacities
and cost of the buses.
The constraints, total number of variables and of binary variables for the
He-SBRSP formulation of Dk4-n22-sl35 are reported in the last three columns
of Table 5.11 under the heading “Constr”, “Var” , and “BVar” respectively. Be
cause of nonlinear constraints in the formulations (He-BFF2) and (He-SCFl),
linearization needs to occur.
Formulation
He-GMTZ
He-BFF2(lin.)
He-BFF3
He-BFF4
He-SCFl (lin.)
He-SCF2
He-SCF3
He-TCF2
He-GC-MCFl
He-GW-MCFl

Constr
3591
4343
4127
3963
4347
4127
3964
3295
40843
81323

Var BVar
2284 2124
4044 2124
4044 2124
3964 2124
4044 2124
4044 2124
3964 2124
5884 2124
39004 2124
75804 2124

Table 5.11: The He-SBRSP test problem Dk4-n22-sl35
The solution value of the linear programming relaxation for the He-SBRSP
of Dk4-n22-sl35 is reported in Table 5.12 under “LB”. The average time (sec
onds) Xpress-MP 2003 required to determine the solution value is reported
next.

The “UB” (or optimal value), gap and the average time (seconds),

required by Xpress-MP 2003 to find a solution, are given in the last three
columns.
The solution value of the linear programming relaxation with added cuts
for the linearized formulation (He-BFF2) is reported in Table 5.13 under
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Formulation
He-GMTZ
He-BFF2(lin.)
He-BFF3
He-BFF4
He-SCFl (lin.)
He-SCF2
He-SCF3
He-TCF2
He-GC-MCFl
He-GW-MCFl

LB
4635.74
4709.18
5609.00
5609.00
4709.18
5609.00
5609.00
5609.00
5609.00
5609.00

Time in sec.

0.0
0.1
0.7
0.3
0.1
1.1
0.4
0.1
52.2
920.6

UB (Opt)
7229.03
6531.95
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6947.06
-

Gap
Time in sec.
31.31% 18004.2(5.0h)
6.12% 33785.7(9.4h)
0
4265.03(1.2h)
5989.0(1.7h)
0
1.86% 88899.0(24.7h)
0
3638.4(1.0h)
0
3741.2(1.Oh)
11345.7(3.2h)
0
11.78% 14448.9(4.0h)
24925.9(6.9h)
-

Table 5.12: Computation results of Dk4-n22-sl35 solved by Xpress-MP itself
“LB(Cuts)”. The optimal value and the average time (seconds) the branchand-cut algorithm required to run follow. The difference (seconds) between
the average time without cuts and the average time with cuts appears in the
last column. In the following tables “E.” denotes “Equality”.
He-BFF2(lin.)

LB (Cuts)

No Cuts
E. Cuts
F.E. Cuts
V.E. Cuts
F.V.E. Cuts

6230.87
6233.73
6230.78
6230.73

UB (O pt)
6531.95
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52

Gap
6.12%
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.
33785.7(9.4h)
2837.2(0.8h)
4250.0(1.2h)
3737.2(1.Oh)
2688.3(0.8h)

Diff
30948.5(515.8m)
29535.7(492.3m)
30048.5(500.8m)
31097.4(518.3m)

Table 5.13: Computation results of Dk4-n22-sl35 for the formulation (HeBFF2)
The solution value of the linear programming relaxation with added cuts for
the formulation (He-BFF3) is reported in Table 5.14 under “LB(Cuts)”. The
optimal value and the average time (seconds) the branch-and-cut algorithm
required to run follow. The difference (seconds) between the average time
without cuts and the average time with cuts appears in the last column.
The solution value of the linear programming relaxation with added cuts for
the formulation (He-BFF4) is reported in Table 5.15 under “LB(Cuts)”. The
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He-BFF3
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

LB (Cuts)
6238.02
6231.17
6231.47

UB (O pt)
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52

Gap
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.
Diff
4265.0(1.2h)
3903.8(1.lh)
361.2(6m)
3462.9(1.Oh) 802.1(13.4m)
3648.5(1.Oh) 616.5(10.3m)

Table 5.14: Computation results of Dk4-n22-sl35 for the formulation (HeBFF3)
optimal value and the average time (seconds) the branch-and-cut algorithm
required to run follow. The difference (seconds) between the average time
without cuts and the average time with cuts appears in the last column.
He-BFF4
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

LB (Cuts)
6246.45
6244.15
6243.73

UB (O pt)
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52

Gap
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.
5989.0(1.7h)
4666.0(1.3h)
5612.5(1.6h)
7473.6(2.1h)

Diff
1323.0(22m)
376.5(6.3m)
-1484.6(-24.7m)

Table 5.15: Computation results of Dk4-n22-sl35 for the formulation (HeBFF4)
The solution value of the linear programming relaxation with added cuts
for the linearized formulation (He-SCFl) is reported in Table 5.16 under
“LB(Cuts)” . The optimal value and the average time (seconds) the branchand-cut algorithm required to run follow. The difference (seconds) between
the average time without cuts and the average time with cuts appears in the
last column.
The solution value of the linear programming relaxation with added cuts for
the formulation (He-SCF2) is reported in Table 5.17 under “LB(Cuts)”. The
optimal value and the average time (seconds) the branch-and-cut algorithm
required to run follow. The difference (seconds) between the average time
without cuts and the average time with cuts appears in the last column.
The solution value of the linear programming relaxation with added cuts for
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He-SCFl (lin.)

No Cuts
F. Cuts
E. Cuts
F.E. Cuts
V.E. Cuts
F.V.E. Cuts

LB (Cuts)
5840.13
6236.17
6236.78
6236.12
6236.01

UB (O pt)
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52

Gap
1.86%
2.61%
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.

Diff

S8S99.0(24.7h)
56354.5(15.7h)

32544.5(542.4m)

1998.9(0.6h)
2842.4(0.8h)
2212.4(0.6h)
2310.4(0.6h)

86900.1 (1448.3m)
86056.6(1434.3m)
S6686.6(1444.Sm)
8658S.6(1443.1m)

Table 5.16: Computation results of Dk4-n22-sl35 for the formulation (HeSCFl)
He-SCF2
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

LB (Cuts)
6239.25
6232.78
6233.62

UB (Opt)
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52

Gap
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.
3638.4(1.Oh)
3102.3(0.9h)
3252.8(0.9h)
3077.2(0.9h)

Diff
536.1 (8.9m)
385.7(6.4m)
561.3(9.4m)

Table 5.17: Computation results of Dk4-n22-sl35 for the formulation (HeSCF2)
the formulation (He-SCF3) is reported in Table 5.18 under "LB (Cuts) % The
optimal value and the average time (seconds) the branch-and-cut algorithm
required to run follow. The difference (seconds) between the average time
without cuts and the average time with cuts appears in the last column.
He-SCF3
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

LB (Cuts)
6290.63
6289.82
6284.01

UB (O pt)
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52

Gap
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.
3741.2(1.Oh)
5195.5(1.4h)
3811.6(1.lh)
4907.6(1.4h)

Diff
-1454.3(-24.3m)
-70.3(-1.2m)
-1166.4(-19.4m)

Table 5.18: Computation results of Dk4-n22-sl35 for the formulation (HeSCF3)
The solution value of the linear programming relaxation with added cuts for
the formulation (He-TCF2) is reported in Table 5.19 under !‘LB(Cuts):’. The
optimal value and the average time (seconds) the branch-and-cut algorithm
required to run follow. The difference (seconds) between the average time
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without cuts and the average tim e w ith cuts appears in the last column.

He-TCF2
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

LB (Cuts)
6229.32
6212.25
6211.24

UB (Opt)
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52

Gap
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.
11345.7(3.2h)
8114.8(2.3h)
8739.0(2.4h)
10831.7(3.Oh)

Diff
3230.9(53.8m)
2606.7(43.4m)
514.0(8.6m)

Table 5.19: Computation results of Dk4-n22-sl35 for the formulation (HeTCF2)
The best computational results for the formulations of the He-SBRSP of
Dk4-n22-sl35 are reported in Table 5.20 as follows.
Formulation
He-BFF2(lin.)
He-BFF3
He-BFF4
He-SCFl (lin.)
He-SCF2
He-SCF3
He-TCF2

UB (Opt)
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52

Gap
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.
2688.3(0.75h)
3462.9(0.96h)
4666.0(1.30h)
1998.9(0.56h)
3077.2(0.85h)
3741.2(1.04h)
8114.8(2.25h)

Table 5.20: Best Computation results of Dk4-n22-sl35
In Table 5.21 an optimal solution and parameters are shown for the test
problem
Dk4-n22-sl35. This optimal solution is shown in ArcGIS (see Figure 5.6, 5.7,
and 5.8).
In Table 5.22 computational results are shown for the formulation (HeSCF2) with different weights at the test problem Dk4-n22-sl35.
In Table 5.23 the variant (He-SCF25) of the formulation (He-SCF2), in
which students at one bus stop are picked up by several buses, is computed for
the test problem Dk4-n22-sl35. The solution value of the linear programming
relaxation with added cuts for the formulation (He-SCF2‘) is reported under
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Parameters
c1
50

50

C3

C4

40

20

c3
100

100

Vi

SO

40

0.69

10

1

10

91

92

93

94

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.2

Optimal solution
Obj Function

Travel Dist

Total Cost

Total Walking Dist

Total Penalty

6498.52

8323.34

6023.1

9196.32

190

Bus stops selected

Route 1
#stud at Stops
Route 2
#stud at Stops
Route 3
#stu d at Stops
stud ID at Stop 1
stud ID at Stop 3
stud ID at Stop 4
stud ID at Stop 5
stud ID at Stop 6
stud ID at Stop 7
stud ID at Stop 8
stud ID at Stop 9
stud ID at Stop 10
stud ID at Stop 11
stud ID at Stop 12
stud ID at Stop 13
stud ID at Stop 14
stud ID at Stop 15
stud ID at Stop 16
stud ID at Stop 17
stud ID at Stop 18
stud ID at Stop 19
stud ID at Stop 20

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20
g — 1 — 11 — 8 — 15 — 3 — 4 — s
5

10,

10,

10,

6,

4,

-

g — 17 — 18 — 6 — 19 — 5 — 13 — 14 — s
8,

8,

7,

9,

6,

8,

4,

g — 7 — 12 — 16 — 20 — 9 — 10 — s
-,

10,

5,

6,

3,

9,

7,

Length: 2030.33
Total: 45
Length: 4130.47
Total: 50
Length: 2162.54
Total: 40

1, 2, 4 ,5 , 98
11, 12, 13, 15, 96, 97
0, 14, 99, 100
44, 45, 46, 47, 74, 113
52, 53, 54, 55, 76, 111, 125
20, 21, 78, 79, 80, 81, 115, 131, 132, 133
18, 19, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 126, 127
30, 31, 32, 68, 70, 104, 105, 109, 110
36, 37, 38, 39, 101, 102, 103
3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 93, 94, 129, 130, 144
22, 23, 26, 116, 117
40, 41, 42, 43, 71, 72, 73, 108
33, 34, 35, 69
10, 16, 17, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 95, 128
24, 25, 118, 120, 121, 122
56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 77, 124
62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 114, 123
48, 49, 50, 51, 75, 112, 134, 135, 136
28, 106, 119

Table 5.21: Parameters and an optimal solution of Dk4-n22-sl35
"LB(Cuts)". The optimal value and the average time (seconds) the branchand-cut algorithm required to run follow. The difference (seconds) between
the average time without cuts and the average time with cuts appears in the
last column.
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Figure 5.6: R oute 1 of an optim al solution of Dk4-n22-sl35 in ArcGIS.

E

,'*'31 * J o A * •**'
7W7J»T1 M t n n N m

Figure 5.7: Route 2 of an optimal solution of Dk4-n22-sl35 in ArcGIS.
Our computational experiences illustrate that the formulation (He-GMTZ)
is the weakest. The linearized formulations (He-BFF2) and (He-SCFl) axe the
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Figure 5.8: Route 3 of an optim al solution of D k4-n22-sl35 in ArcGIS.
(?1> 9 2 ,9 3 ,9 4 )

Gap
0
0
0
0

= (1 0 0 0)

He-SCF2
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

UB (O pt)
8021.80
8021.80
8021.80
8021.80

He-SCF2
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

UB (O pt)
9084.25
9084.25
9084.25
9084.25

Gap
0
0
0
0

( 91 , 92 , 93 , 94 )

He-SCF2
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

UB (Opt)
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52

= (0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2)
Gap
Time in sec.
3638.4
0
0
3102.3
0
3252.8
3077.2
0

( 91 , 92 , 93 , 94 )

Time in sec.

19601.4
20873.6
16199.9
15950
= (0010)
Time in sec.

14.4
13.7
13.8
28.9

( 91 , 92 , 93 , 94 ) —

UB (Opt)
5815.04
5815.04
5815.04
5815.04

Gap
0
0
0
0

( 9 1 , 9 2 ,9 3 ,9 4 ) =

UB (O pt)
160
160
160
160

Gap
0
0
0
0

;o 1 0 o)
Time in sec.

18561.5
18836.2
17281.2
14583.5
(0 0 0 1)
Time in sec.

94.8
56.2
106.9
41.9

Table 5.22: Computation results of Dk4-n22-sl35 for (He-SCF2) with different
weights of the objective function
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He-SCF2’
No Cuts
Flow Cuts
V. Cuts
F. V. Cuts

LB (Cuts)
6232.78
6233.62
6233.75

UB (O pt)
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52
6498.52

Gap
0
0
0
0

Time in sec.
6441.9
5862.2
6812.0
7647.8

Diff
579.7(9.7m)
-370.1 (-6.2m)
-1205.9(-20.1m)

Table 5.23: Computation results of Dk4-n22-sl35 for the formulation (HeSCF2:), in which students at one bus stop are picked up by several buses.
next weakest. However, if adding valid equalities into the linearized formula
tions (He-BFF2) and (He-SCFl), then we can very quickly obtain an optimal
solution for (He-BFF2) and (He-SCFl). For (He-BFF2), we go from no opti
mal solution (gap 6.12%) running 9.4 hours to an optimal solution running 0.8
hours. For (He-SCFl), we go from no optimal solution (gap 1.86%) running
24.7 hours to an optimal solution running 0.6 hours. Excluding these three
formulations, there axe the same value of linear programming relaxations for
the bus flow, single commodity, two-commodity and multi-commodity formu
lations. Moreover, the computational time of the bus flow, single commodity
and two-commodity flow formulations is much shorter than that of the multi
commodity flow formulations.
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C hapter 6
C onclusions and Future
R esearch
In this thesis we presented new formulations for the school bus routing and
scheduling problem (SBRSP) as well as exact algorithms for their solution.
The new formulations can be classed as bus flow formulations, single com
modity flow formulations, two-commodity flow formulations, multi-commodity
flow formulations and time window formulations. All formulations axe given
for both homogeneous and heterogeneous bus fleets. These formulations allow
for the one stop-one bus and one stop-multi bus scenarios. We examine the lin
ear programming relaxations of the formulations and we give the relationship
among and between these relaxations.
Our solution procedure is a Branch-and-Cut exact algorithm. Our contribu
tion is the development of new linearizations as well as new valid inequalities.
Also, we propose what we think are the first valid equalities and we show that
these provide extremely effective cuts. At the beginning of our studies, we
had a formulation that took over twenty-four hours of solution time. Now the
same problem is solved under one hour.
Finally, we developed a school bus routing and scheduling GIS software
package for our optimization formulations as well as a report on our com132
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putational experience with fabricated data based upon actual school districts.
Prom our results we conclude th at the optimal objective values of all the linear
programming relaxations, except for the GMTZ, of the homogeneous school
bus routing and scheduling problem (Ho-SBRSP) are the same. This is also
true of the heterogeneous school bus formulations that don’t use a lineariza
tion. Future research is needed to understand why this is the case.
We introduced the first valid equalities and they proved very effective. This
concept needs to be applied more generally to judge its impact on other
scheduling and routing problems. This, we suspect, will be a rich area for
future research.
Finally, given the nature of the study, an obvious next step is to see its
implementation in practice and to compute more test problems.
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A p p en d ix A
S upplem ental Form ulations
In this appendix some formulations based on the assumption th at each po
tential bus stop needs or sends one unit of a commodity are proposed as a
supplement to Chapter 3. The following formulations are presented for the
He-SBRSP.
He-SCF4: H eterogeneous Single Com m odity Flow Formulation 4
min f
s.t.

(a-1)

=
i

i

0 < 4

i

Vk€K,V(j,l)e£

(A.2)

ji€J h
{.x , y , z ) e V 3.

Constraints (A.l) and (A.2) ensure th at bus k has some units of a commodity
and that when it arrives at each bus stop it deliveries one unit of the com
modity. These constraints guarantee subtour elimination. This formulation
has 0 (|A 1 |A |2) continuous variables, 0 ( |A ’||A |2+ |W|) binary variables and
0 (|A ||iV |2 -f- |I|) constraints.
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He-TCF3: Heterogeneous Two-Com m odity Flow Formulation 3
min f
£

& - $ - £

£

keK

I

£ ^

(A-3)

£

k£K

I

(A.4)

= 0=E ^

1

1

(A.5)
I

I

I

I

(A.6)
(A.7)
I

jl€J

(A.8)
ii€J

0<&

(A.9)

0-i, V(y, l ) e £

(u ,x ,y ,z ) e V 4.
Constraints (A.3)-(A.4) ensure that bus k leaves the garage with

uji

units of the first commodity and none of the second commodity and that it ar
rives the school with

uji units of the second commodity and none of the

first commodity. At each bus stop j passed by bus k, Uj units of the first com
modity is left and

units of the second commodity is collected. Constraints

(A.5) and (A.6) define the flow conservation equations for each commodity.
Constraints (A.7) and (A.8) ensure that there is exactly one axe supporting
a combined flow of S j j g j uj! units out of each node. Constraints (A.3)-(A.9)
guarantee subtour elimination and that the bus capacity restrictions are satis
fied. This formulation has 0 ( |- ^ ||- ^ |2) continuous variables, 0 (l-^ l|N |2+ |W |)
binary variables and 00-^1 l-^l2 + l-^l) constraints.
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He-TCF4: Heterogeneous Two-Commodity Flow Formulation 4
min f
(A.10)
keK

I

I

i

E ( E 4 - E 4 ) = E Xi^
keK

E

I

I

E

keK

(A.12)

i = S’

I

E E 4
keK

(A .ll)

e J

i

i

£ > 5

(A.13)

= E ^ k( E 4 ) - s ,
keK

i

= < ? * £ > £ ) ,« €

I

a-

(A.14)

I

(A.15)

+ Vij = C kzjh v h e K M j , i ) £ £
0 < ^ 4 ,

(x ,y ,z)

(A.16)

Vfc € K , V ( ; , z ) e £

€ D 2.

Constraints (A.10)-(A.14) and the non-negative constraints (A.16) define a
feasible flow pattern from the source nodes g and $ to sink nodes in N . The
outflow at source node g (equation (A.12)) is equal to the total number of
students, while the outflow at source s (Constraints (A.14)) corresponds to
the total capacity of the bus fleet. Constraints (A.10) and (A .ll) state that
the inflow minus the outflow at each bus stop j G J is equal to

Xij for two

flows respectively. The inflow at node g (Constraints (A.13)) corresponds to
the residual capacity of the bus fleet. Constraints (A. 15) define the edges of
a feasible solution. These constraints guarantee subtour elimination and that
the bus capacity restrictions axe satisfied. This formulation has OG-^ll-^l2)
continuous variables, 0 ( l^ ll- ^ |2+ |W|) binary variables and 0 (|-^ ||A r|2+1/|)
constraints.
H e-G C -M C F2: H eterogeneous G eneralized C laus M ulti-C om m odity
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Flow Formulation 2
min f
s.t. Y ,

z^ ’ v* e K ’ Vm e J

= £

I

(A.17)

I

J 2 Zu1 = o, Vfc € K, Vm € J

(A.18)

i

$ > £ f = o, V k e K , V m e J

(A.19)

I

£

*

4 i , V* € K ,V m £

= £

J

(A.20)

£ « ? - £ $ ” = 0, VA € K ,V j 6 J , V m e J , j ? m

o < ZjT < 4> Vfc e ^ Vm 6

G8

(A.21)

(A-22)

f o y , * ) € V z.

Multi-commodity constraints (A.17)-(A.22) ensure that one unit of m-th com
modity travels from the garage (source) to bus stop m (sink). These constraints
guarantee subtour elimination. This formulation has OG-^11-^13) continuous
variables, 0(l-K l|N |2+ |kV|) binary variables and 0(|AG|Ar|3+ |/|) constraints.
He-GW -M CF2: H eterogeneous Generalized W ong M ulti-Com m odity
Flow Formulation 2
min f
s.t.

Y

f?

I

4

= £

I

C . Vfc € K , Vm £ J

(A.23)

I

= 0= E
i

E

= £

I

f r

v/c €

K^ m €

J

(A -24)

VkeKymeJ

(A.25)

i

^

= 0= E f c
I

£ « £ = £ •&

= £

«£?. Vfc e K ,V m € J

•
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(A.26)

E $ “z

Ez

~

= °’

yk e

€ J, Vm G J, j 7^ m

(A.27)

z

Ez =°’ Vfc e ^

o < $">

v? ^ J, Vm e J, j T^m

< 4 : Vfc € A. Vm G J, V(i, Z) € £

(A.28)
(A.29)

(x,y,z) € £>3Multi-commodity constraints (A.23)-(A.29) ensure that one unit of m-th com
modity travels from the garage (source) to bus stop m (sink) while one unit of
m-th commodity travels from bus stop m (source) to the school (sink). These
constraints guarantee subtour elimination. This formulation has O d-^ll-^l3)
continuous variables, Od-^"ll-^rl2+ |W|) binary variables and 0(l^"ll-W|3+ U\)
constraints.
He-GLa-MCF2: H eterogeneous Generalized Langevin
M ulti-Com m odity Flow Formulation 2
min f
s.t.

(A.23) - (A.28), and (A.29)
£ jr + 0 jr < z j,

Vfc G AT,Vm GJ, V(j, I) £ £

(A.30)

(x,y,z) £ Vz .
He-GLo-MCF2: H eterogeneous Generalized Loulou
M ulti-Com m odity Flow Formulation 2
min f
s i.

(A.23) - (A.28), and (A.29)
£$* + 6$* =

4 , Vfc € K .y m € J,V(j,0 G£

(x,y,z) G V 3.
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(A.31)

The two formulations both have 0 (1 ^ 1 IN |3) continuous variables, OG^-1 |N |2+
|W |) binary variables and 0 (l-^ ll-^ |3 + |f|) constraints. The formulation (HeGLo-MCF2) is an extension of the TSP formulation given by Loulou (see
[156]).
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